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since the raid-1970s, there has been a fundamental structural
change in the way that agricultural economists view the'
macroeconomic sector. This change began with Schuh, who pointed
. . T/ i • ' "1
out the importance of exchange rates on farm prices and argued
for the need to examine the agricultural sector "in the context'of
an open world economy. Chambers and Just subsequently developed
a structural econometric model for the U.S. crop sector and found
significant exchange rate impacts on agricultural exports and
prices. Barnett, Bessler, and Thompson constructed a reduced-
form vector autoregression (VAR)'model and identified a Granger-
.'I •
type causal relationship running from U.S. money supply to
agricultural prices.
Since Barnett et al./ the VAR approach has become quite
popular among researchers interested in sorting out the dynamic
relationships between macroeconomic and agricultural variables
interacting in a rather complicated open economy. For example/
the relationship between money supply and agricultural prices was
further investigated by Bessler; Lapp; Robertson and Orden; and
r \ _ _r- .
Saunders. In a more elaborate framework, Bradshaw and Orden; and
Orden studied the linkages among money supply, exchange rate",'
agricultural prices, and crop exports.
This paper analyzes the dynamic impacts of domestic and
foreign macroeconomic variables on U.S. meat exports and prices,
including beef, pork, turkey, and chicken. Special references
are given to the effects of monetary policy, fiscal deficit, and
exchange rate movements.
Three features distinguish this study from the previous
ones. First, while previous research has investigated the impact
of macroeconomic variables on the agricultural sector and in some,
cases on the crop subsector, this study focuses exclusively on
the meat subsector. The importance of macroeconomic impacts on
the meat subsector should be ascertained. Second, while previous
research has either totally ignored foreign macroeconomic '
variables or considered only exchange rates as the linkage to the
foreign macro sector, this study explicitly includes a set of
foreign macroeconomic variables in the model. If foreign
macroeconomic variables are indeed important to the U.S. meat
subsector, their exclusion from the policy simulation model would
result in inflated impacts of the included domestic macroeconomic
variables. Finally, while virtually all previous research has
estimated the VAR model either in levels or in first differences,
this study adopts the recently developed "error correction" VAR
model to account for cointegration among nonstationary series.
When variables are cointegrated, VAR models in differences are
misspecified, and models in levels are inefficient and may lead
to spurious regression results.
It is found that, while the effect of domestic money supply
shock is very insignificant for meat exports and meat prices, the
impact of foreign money supply shock is significant and
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persistent for meat exports and modest to somewhat significant
for meat prices. The impact of domestic output and aggregate
price shocks on meat exports is initially significant, but
reduces over time to a modest level, while that on meat prices is
significant and persistent. As to the impact of foreign output
and aggregate price shocks, the effect is significant and
persistent for most meat exports and modest for meat prices. The
results show that most meat variables are sensitive to an
exogenous change in the government budget deficit and the extent
of the impact depends on whether the balanced budget is achieved
through an expenditure cut or tax increase. It is found that
exchange rate shock has only a modest effect on both meat exports
and prices.
In general, the results show that foreign macroeconomic
variables exert more significant and persistent impacts on the
meat subsector than domestic macroeconomic variables. In
addition, movements in the domestic macroeconomic variables have
been strongly affected by shocks in the foreign macroeconomy.
Results of this research reconfirm the importance of studying the
agricultural sector within the context of an open economy. In
addition, they point out that consideration of macroeconomic
variables in agricultural models should include foreign variables
and should not be limited only to domestic variables.
Monetafv Policy, Fiscal-Deficit, Exchange. Rate,
and U.S. Meat Exports
since the mid-1970s, dhe're has been a' 'Eundament'al structural
change in the way that agricultural' econbmists" view'the-
macroeco'nomic sector. This change began with Schuh; who pointed
out the iinportance of exchange'rates'" on--farm prices and argued •
for the need to examine" the agricultural sector' in the context of
an open world'economy. cfiambers and Just subsequently developed
a structural econome'tric model for the U.'S. crop sector-and found
significant'exchange rat'e^ impacts on agricultural exports and -
prices. Barnett'," Bessler, and'Thompson constructed'a reduced-
form vector ^utoregression (VAR) model and identified a Granger-
type causal relationship running' froim U.S. money supply to
agricultural prices'."
Since Barnett 'et al., the approach has become 'quite--
popular among researchers interested in sorting out the dynamic-
relationship's between' macroecohomic and agricultural variables-
interacting in a "rather complicated'open ecohoir^. ' For example,
the relationship between money supply arid agricultural prices was
further investigated by Bessler; Lapp; Robertson and Orden;'and
Saunders. In a more elaborate framework,-Bradshaw and Orden; and
Orden"studied the linkages among money supply,- exchange rate,
agricultural'prices, and crop exports.
This paper a;na:iyzes 'the dynamic "impacts of domestic and
foreign macroeconomic variables on U.S. meat' exports and prices,
with special reference to the effects of monetary policy, fiscal
2deficit, and exchange rate movements. Three features distinguish
this study from the previous ones. First, while previous
research has investigated the impact of macroeconomic variables
on the agricultural sector and in some cases on the crop
subsector, this study focuses exclusively on the meat subsector.
The importance of macroeconomic in^acts on the meat subsector
should be ascertained. Second, while previous research has
either totally ignored foreign macroeconomic variables or
considered only exchange rates as the linkage to the foreign
macro sector, this study explicitly includes a set of foreign
macroeconomic variables in the model. If foreign macroeconomic
variables are indeed important to the U.S. meat subsector, their
exclusion from the policy simulation model would result in
inflated impacts of the included domestic macroeconomic
variables. Finally, while virtually all previous research has
estimated the VAR model either in levels or in first differences,
this study adopts the recently developed "error correction" VAR
model to account for cointegration among nonstationary series.
When variables are cointegrated, VAR models in differences are
misspecified, and models in levels are inefficient and may lead
to spurious regression results.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 of the paper
provides an exposition of the macro and meat VAR models. Section
3 describes the data, while section 4 discusses the estimation.
Section 5 reports the policy simulations, and section 6 presents
the conclusions.
3The'VAR Models - ' '
Based on the established" theoi^ of an.'open economy
Krugman and Obstfeld)-, . an IS-LM^type structural model for the
macro sector is specified, from-which-a system, of nine reduced-
form equations are derived. '''The static IS-LM-model facilitates-
the choice of macroeconomic variables' appropriate -for the r-
analysis. It is also used, in the phase of policy, simulation, to
orthogon'allze the contemporaneously' correlated .variance-
covariance matrix of' the residuals'li^ ' A detailed discussion on ,
the macro structural-model (and*the'orthogonalization procedure)
can be found in-Appendix A. " i" * • r
The nine endogenous macroeconomic. variables are:
real domestic absorption (da) ,
real U.'S. current account '(ca);-
nominal domestic price-level (p) , - : • -
nominal domestic money supply (m)-,:i
real foreign output (y*) , ' . •
nominal foreign price level (p*) , - -• '
nominal foreign money supply (m*) ,
nominal exchange' rate (e), and
exchange rate expectation •(e®) .
Domestic output vis disaggregated into domestic, absorption
(da) and U.S. current account (ca) -because .data are-readily
^ The orthogonalization is necessary to disentangle the
effect of individua'l-shocks in "the .system.. .Without a theoretical
structure on the contemporaneous variables, the orthogonalization
would have relied arbitrarily on the .ordering of. the^.variables
(Bernanke; Blanchard and Watson; Orden and Fackler; Sims, 1986).
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available and the disaggregation facilitates study-of the current
account variable elsewhere. The foreign countries are taken as
the G6, including Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Italy, and the
United Kingdom. The exchange rate (e) is measured in terms of
number of dollars per unit of foreign currency and is trade
weighted. The exchange rate expectation (e®) is proxied by a
trade-weighted futures rate.
The model involves the following exogenous variables, as
required by the IS-LM. structural model: real domestic government
expenditures (G), real domestic taxes (T), real foreign taxes
(T*) , and nominal price of oil (PO). Also, to account for
seasonality in the-series, three quarterly dummy variables are
included in the macro model. Finally, since the static IS-LM
structural model says nothing about the dynamics of the system,
the VAR spirit of Sims (1980) is adopted by augmenting each of
the nine reduced-form equations n lags of the nine macro
endogenous variables.
Eight endogenous variables are considered for the meat model
export volume of beef (EBEEF),
export volume of pork (EPORK),
export volume of turkey (ETURK),
export volume of chicken (ECHIC)-,
nominal retail price of beef (PBEEF),
nominal retail price of pork (PPORK),
nominal retail price of turkey (PTURK), and
nominal retail price of chicken (PCHIC) .
5As far as meat exports are coneerned, it would-be preferable
to include'-export prices in- the model-, rather than domestic meat
prices. However, data limitations preclude this specification..
Three quarterly dummy variables'-are- included -to account for • •
seasonality in thfe meat'variables . Further, to" capture' the
dynamics in the meat variables; - ea'ch of the eight endogenous
variables'is regresseli on m lags'of-the'eight variables..
Finally, the'meat subsector is'^assumed to-be "recursively, after"
the macro'"model. This" simplifying-assumption is based' on
previous empirical fi'ndihgs that' agricultural variables exert
little'effect on the'macro-sector (e'.g.',- Bairnett-et al;•
Bessler; Robertson'and-Order; Saunders) - With 'the-above
recursive' assumption, the me^at VAR—mo'del also contains' the 'nine
macro endogenous variables 'as the'^'explanatory variables.^
The Data • '
•Quarterly 'data on the'^ma'croecbnomic'-variables -and meat
variables for tKe period 1971 :-l through 1988':4 -are used in the
analysis." with- the" exception-of -the current" account balance, all
variables are transfbriried to 'naturar logs before estimation-.
Since the current account variable contains both.positive and.,
negative values, it "'is'not:"' tfansfomed. Most -of the macro-data
come from the Economic''Report of- the -President (ERP) -and Main :
^ ' Also, with the assumption",--the impact of "the-macro
sector on meat variables does not depend on the ordering of the
latter in the orthogorialization process. 'VHence, insofar as the
focus of policy simulations is on the impact of the macroeconorry
on meat, specifying a struct'ural" model for the meat sector .is not
needed.
6Economic Indicators (MEI) . Data for all the meat variables come
from the Livestock and Poultry Situation and Outlook Report
published by the United States Department of Agriculture. For a
detailed discussion on data sources/ data compilations/ and
treatments of occasional missing data, see Appendix B.
Nominal domestic price (p) is the CPI for all items and
nominal domestic money supply (m) is the Ml, both reported in
MEI. Real domestic absorption (da), current account (ca),
government expenditures (G) , and tax (T) are taken from ERP.
Spot nominal exchange rate (e) is the trade-weighted nominal
exchange rate reported in ERP. Nominal foreign price (p ) is
computed by the definition q = p e/p, where q is the trade-
weighted real exchange rate reported in ERP.. Real foreign output
(y*) accounts for the output of the G6, with data for individual
countries taken from MEI. Real foreign tax (T ) accounts for the
tax of the 06, with data for individual countries mainly taken
from International Financial Statistics. In the compilation of
the above two aggregate series, variables pertaining to
individual countries are deflated by their own CPI's and, before
summing up, converted to U.S. dollars through multiplying
appropriate spot exchange rates. (The individual country's CPI
and exchange rate are taken from MEI.) Nominal foreign money
supply (m*) is arrived at by aggregating individual Ml of the G6
taken from MEI. The aggregation involves converting an
individual country's Ml to U.S. dollars and then summing up. The
expected exchange rate (e®) is proxied by a trade-weighted one-
7quarter-ahead futures rate. Due to data limitations,, this .
compilation includes only the US-UK rate,•US-Japan-rate, and US-
»
Germany rate-.' Data for the three currency futures are taken from
the Wall Street Journal and are weighted by the trade volumes of -
the three countries'as reported in-MEI. Finally, the price of
oil (PO) is taken from the CRB Commodity Year Book.
The Estimation
Preliminary graphical analyses of the^ data suggest that some
variables may be nonstationary .j A standard Diclcey and'Fuller
unit root test is performed to -ascertain the existence of
nonstationarity (or lack thereof)'^or each series. As noted by.
Engle and Granger, even though individual economic time series
are not stationary, linear combinations o£ them can be, because
economic forces tend to keep such series together in the long
run. When this happens, the series•are. said to be cointegrated,
and an error correction VAR (EG-VAR) model is needed. In testing
for cointegration and' estimating' the EC-VAR model, this study
adopts the maximum likelihood procedure developed in Johansen,
and Johansen and Juselius. For an excellent informal discussion .
on the procedure, see Kasa.
Table 1 contains Dickey-Fuller tests of the null hypothesis
that a unit root exists in each series. Tests are conducted
against two alternatives: one consistent with fluctuations around
a constant mean (x^), the other with stationary fluctuations
around a deterministic linear trend . Both tests entertain
one lag difference and four lag differences to account for serial
Table 1. Dickey and Fuller Unit Root Test ResuItsS^
Macro
Variables
One-Lae Model Four-Lae Model Meat
Variables
One-Lae Model Four-L4)e Model
'S. -Ct
da -0.41 -2.16 •0.24 •3.02 EBEEF •033 -3,27 •0.40 -333
ca -1.00 -1.77 •1.28 -239 EPORK -2.75 -2.86 -2.68 -2.95
P -1.49 -0.94 -1.86 -1.73 ETURK •4.44* -4.51' -2.43 -2.67
m 1.11 -1.73 0.81 -2.02 ECHIC -5.79* -7.16* -2.02 -2.57 •
•
y -0.96 -1.36 -1.61 -2.10
•
p -0.90 -1.10 •1.19 -2.86 PBEEF -1.82 -1.66 -1.51 -2.04
•
m -0.90 -1.96 -0.56 -2.43 PPORK -2.71 -3.07 -2.55 -2.62
e -1.73 -1.74 -2.23 •2.19 PTURK •2.25 -3.43 •234 -2.87
e* -2.06 -2.21. -1.97 -2.16 PCHIC •2.00 -3.57* •230 -3.85*
^ Numbers for 'Z^^ are t-statUtics on Pq in the regression ax, =a +poX,., + PjAX,.j. Numbers for are t-statistics on Pq in
the regression ax, = (Xq +a,t + PgX,.] + PjAX,.j. Superscript # indicates rejection ofthe null hypothesis ofunit root at the
5% level. The number of usable observations in the estimation was 70. For the sample size of 50, 1%, 5%, and 10% critical
values are 3.58, 2.93, and 2.60 for the Tjj test and 4.15, 3.50, and 3.18 for the test For the sample size of 100, the
corresponding critical values are 3.51, 2.89, and 2.58 for the tjj test and 4.04,3.45, and 3.15 for the test.
9correlation in the error term. The hypothesis, of a unit root is
not reiected for any-of the nine macroeconomic variables. As. .for
_ i
the meat variables, unit foot: is rejected only for turkey
exports, chicken exports, and chicken price. Further, the
rejection of unit ^root for turkey and chicken exports, occurs only
under one-lag specification, while thatifor chicken price occurs
only under the test. Accordingly, all the variables are taken
as nonstationary.
Based on Simsf. modified likelihood'ratio test, .a .fourth-^.,
order lag specification is chosen for the macro and" meat VAR
I
models (i.e., n = m = 4) . Johansen's trace and tests are
then used to determine the number of cointegration vectors in
,i ' ^ * * I u' «
each of the two models. The results are' in'Table' 2. ' Both-the"
trace and tests indicate that there are''five ,cointegrating
relationships for the nine macroeconomic endogenous variables.
The results also show that there are another five cointegrating
relationships for the eight meat endogenous variables. Thus,
five correction terms are included in the maxim\im likelihood
estimation of the macro EC-VAR model. Similarly, another five
correction terms are included in the estimation of the meat EC-
VAR model. Detailed results on the estimated equations can be
found in Appendix C.
Diagnostic test statistics for the estimated macro EC-VAR
model are presented in Table 3, while those for the meat EC-VAR
model are in Table 4. • The reported adjusted coefficients of
determination (R^) are not unreasonable as all the equations are
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Table 2. Johansen Colnt^ratioa Test Results
Macro Model Meat Model S% Critical Value
Ho Trac©2^ X max - Ho Trace- Xmax^- Trac^ X,max-
r£8 1.51 1.51 r^ 0.02 0.02 8.18 8.18
r57 7.81 6.30 r56 5.22 5.20 17.96 14.90
r£6 21.52 13.71 r£5 16.70 11.48 31.53 21.07
r£5 47.22 25.71 r^ 51.31* 34.61* 48.28 27.14
r54 82.97' 35.75* r^3 94.30* 42.99* 70.60 3332
r£3 129.42* 46.45* rS2 148.52* 54.21* 95.18 39.43
1^2 201.32* 71.89* 1^1 232.67* 84.16* 124.25 44.91
1^1 290.53* 89.21* r=0 341.97* 109.30* 157.11 51.07
r=0 427.59* 137.06* 192.84 57.00
- Superscript # indicates rejection at the 5% level of the null hypothesis ofat most r stationary linear combinations of the series
against the alternative of possible statipnarity of all series.
^ Superscript # indicates rejection at the 5% level ofthe null hypothesis ofatmost r stationary linear combinations of the series
against the alternative of at most r 1 such combinations.
Critical values are from Osterwald-Lenum.
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Table 3. Diagnostic Tests for the Macro EC-VAR Model







Domestic Absorption (da) 0.67 16.62 15.46 0.10
U.S. Current Account (ca) 0.42 • 19.47 14.05 6.44
Domestic Price (p) 0.81 19.08 11.20 0.28
Domestic Money Supply (m) 0.78 " 13.14 8.95 - 0.19
Foreign Output (y*) 0.52 • 21.91 14.46 0.49
Foreign Price (p*) 0.38 24.26 7.04 0.09
Foreign Money Supply (m*) 0.45 ' 22.16 • 14.37 1.40
Exchange Rate (e) 0.60 r ^32.42 15.17 1:10
Exchange Rate Expectation (e^) 0.93 - - - - - 14.99 13.25 0.37
- All the equations are estimated in first .differences. ,
- Ljung-Box Q-statistic is distributed asX^(17). The null hypothesis ofno serial correlation is rejected at the 5% significance
level if the Q-statistic is larger than 30.19. ,r . ,
- Jarque-Bera statistic is distributed as3^(2). Hienull hypothesis ofnormality is rejected at the 5% significance level if the test
statistic is larger than 7.38. • • • .- , , ,
~ Based on dynamic in-sample-forecasts with forecasting period ranging from 1972:2 through 1988:4.
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Beef Exports 0.30 16.12 13.19 0.11
Pork Exports 0.70 26.21 21.44 6.38
Turkey Exports 0.64 20.49 15.07 3.89
Chicken Exports 0.73 18J7 9.55 0J8
Beef Price 0.38 20.82 15.22 0.73
Pork Price 0.36 10.77 11.38 1.81 .
Turkey Price 0.70 19.39 13.50 1.62
Chicken Price 0.36 • 14.66 9.62 1.70
- All the equations are estimated in first differences.
- Ljung-Box Q-statistic is distributed as 5^(17). The null hypothesis ofno serial correlation is rejected at the 5% significance
level if the Q-statistic is larger than 30.19.
- Jarque-Bera statistic is distributed as X^(2). The null hypothesis ofnormality is rejected at the 5% significance level if the test
statistic is larger than 7.38.
- Based ondynamic in-sample-forecasts with forecasting period ranging from 1972:2 through 1988:4.
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estimated in first differences. F.urther,. based on Ljung-Box Q
statistics, the estimated equations are free^from serial
correlation .problems, except for the exchange rate equation in
Table 4. The null hypothesis of no serial correlation,is .
rejected for the exchange ..rate equation at the 5% significance
level, but not at the 1% level. Jarque-Bera statistics indicate
that the estimated residuals fail to pass normality tests in all
but one equation. This result is rather disturbing because
Johansen's 'maximum likelihood procedure is based on a normality
assumption. ' However, in view, of R^/ Q statistics, and the
impressively low absolute percentage forecast errors (as reported
in the last column of Tables 3 and 4), the estimated ec^ations
seem adequate for policy simulation purposes.
Policy Simulations -
The estimated macro and meat EC-VAR models are used to
investigate the dynamic impacts of domestic and foreign
macroeconomic variables on U.S. meat exports and prices.
Forecast error variance decomposition is conducted for each of
the eight meat variables over a thirty-quarter period to assess
the extent to which shocks in the .macroeconomic endogenous
variables affect meat variables over time (Doan).- Impulse
response •analyses are also conducted for the meat export
variables•to-trace the impacts of specific shocks on the exports
(Doan). In addition, the effects of the U.S. fiscal deficit on
the meat subsector are simulated..
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Forecast Error Variance Decompositions
Table 5 presents the results on the decomposition of meat
export variables. Columns 1 through 3 report the percentages of
the unexpected variations in each of the four meat export
variables contributed by a shock in domestic money supply,
foreign money supply, and exchange rate, respectively. Column 4
sums up the percentages of the unexpected variations contributed
by shocks in domestic output and price (da, ca, and p).
Similarly, Column 5 reports contributions made jointly by shocks
in foreign output and price (y* and p*) . The impacts of shocks
in meat variables themselves are reported in Columns 6 through 9
(with aggregations- for shocks in cross variables)
The first column of Table 5 indicates that the domestic
money supply shock exerts a very insignificant impact on all four
meat export variables. For example, it accounts for only 1.10%
of the unexpected beef export variation in the first period and
explains, on average, only 0.55% of the variations over the
thirty simulated periods. This lack of a significant domestic
money effect was also found by Orden, and by Lapp. Though the
effect of domestic money shock is trivial, the foreign impact is
significant for most meat export variables. Column 2 indicates
that foreign money supply shock, on average, accounts for 8.62%,
26.97%, 32.31%, and 27.37%, respectively, of the unexpected
^ For conciseness, the percentage of the unexpected
variation in meat exports contributed_by the exchange rate
expectation variable is not reported in the table. Percentages
of the contribution made by all the variables add up to 100.
15


































Experts: 1 i i
1 1.10, , 0.03 ^ 4.82 18.10
t . 1
0.29 66.79 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.48 5.30 6.09 18.14 8.25 43.11 1.05
6.77 639
8 0.32 7.17 3.94 15.50" • 8.46^ "*^l6.82 1.21 • 6.49 • • 6.24
12 035 "'''9.51 3.75 13.83"^ 11.37 • :• 42.72 1.79 ' ' 6.01 6.04
24 0.64. 10.81 4.14 9.86 - 11.93 4230 1.48 6.86 5.54
average* 0.55 8.62
1








46.62 0.00 4.20 ' 0.00




9.40 ^2.71' ' 7.13 • 6.76 7.17
8 0.75 28.82 - 12.03 11.40 24.24' 5.06 '1 4.64 7.05, • 438
12 . 1.24, 30.63 • 11.31 y 7.50 -25.41 3.65 . 5.09 9.65 3.60
24 1.38 29.30 10.08
1
6.55 23.03 3.85 3.93 15.23 335





1 0.08 42.77 " 19.49 8.09 • 10.67 18.29 0.00 0J4 0.00
4 0.27" 32.81 - 14.26 7.43 15.47 14.96 • 1.15 4.93 830
8 . 0.74, 32.56 12.33 - 6.84 2136 9.40 ,0.97 6.40 7.75
12 0.79 33.40 • 11-90 6.69 21.83 7.63 0.88
7.72 7.25
24 0.78 29.71 10.24 ^41 21.10 •6;96 1.82 11.62 6.73
average* 0.68 32.31 -11.87 7.12- 20.12 ' • 9.00 -:i.30- .8.53 6.80
On Ciiicken
Exports:
•• • 1 • '' ' r 1 ) - ,
1 0.24 0.30 0.80 ' -12.53- 1234 69.47 ' 0.00 . - . 4.28 0.00
4 0.21 15.38 4.17 731, , 25.11 28.23 2.98 9.56 4.66
8. 0.54 30.26 8.08 _ 5.67 27.77 10.95 132 7.79 6.01
12 0.94 31.12 8.46 5.22 2832 8.44 1.40 • 9.01 5.79
24 1.19 31.13- 8.87 • 6.03 26.94 6.85 1.26 10.83 5.44
average* 0.87 27.37 7.72 6.42 26.67 1335 1.40 9.44 5.20
- average over 30 periods
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variations in beef/ pork, turkey and chicken exports, and it
represents the -dominating source of variation for pork, turkey,
and chicken exports.
As reported in Column 3 (Table 5), the impact of exchange
rate shock is modest. It accounts for 4.16%, 10.98%, 11.87%, and
7.72%, respectively, of the unexpected variations in beef, pork,
turkey and chicken exports. As for shocks in domestic output and
price, the initial impact is significant for pork exports
(26.53%), rather significant for beef exports (18.10%), and
modest for chicken and turkey exports (12.53% and 8.09%,
];70gp0Ct:ively) . Column 4 also indicates that the importance of
domestic output and price shocks decreases steadily over time.
On the other hand. Column 5 shows that the effect of foreign
output and price shocks increases over time and is significant
and persistent for most meat export variables. The average
impact of the shocks on exports is 10.37%, 21.93%, 20.12%, and
26.67%, respectively, for beef, pork, turkey and chicken.
Column 6 (Table 5) indicates that a shock in the own meat
export variable is quickly reflected in the movement in the
variable. For example, the beef export shock accounts for 66.79%
of the unexpected variation in beef exports in the first period,
while the pork export shock explains 46.62% of the variation in
pork exports. However, the effect of own meat export shock
declines significantly over time and, with the exception of beef
exports, becomes rather modest after the fourth quarter. Column
7 indicates- that a shock in the own meat price variable has a
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rather small effect on the exports. Fpr. example, the beef price
shock explains,-on average, only 1";33% of the unexpected-
variations in beef'exports.' The last two columns of Table 5 show
that shocks-in other meat exports"* and in other meat prices _exert
only modest effects on the export variable in question.
The forecast error Variance decomposition of meat price
variables is reported in Table 6. Similar to the case of meat
exports, Golumn«l shows.-that domestic money supply shock'exerts a
very insighi'ficafit impact on all four meat prices, —Coliimn 2
indicates that the impacts of foreign money supply shock on meat
t
prices vary from being modest for beef and pork (4.79% and 8.28%,'
\ . » • * •
V i j 1 ' •
on average), to being more significant for turkey and chicken
(18.27% and 13.64%, on average)-.. In.^comparison with Table 5, the
foreign money shock is-'-'found to have^''a notably smaller effect on'
meat price than on the- corresponding meat export variable.
Column 3 of Table 6 shows that the impact of the exchange rate
I
shock on meat prices iis modest at most. On average, it accounts
for only 1,.68%, 1..62%, 8,28%,. and 4.84%, respectively, of the
unexpected variations "in' beef-;- pork,-turkey 'and chicken prices.
Column 4 (Table i6) shows that shocks in domestic output and
aggregate price .have,a significant and persistent impact,on beef
price; the shocks on average explain 31.25% of the unexpected
1 !
variations ,in the price; The impacts-of the same shocks on other
meeit prices are'also persistent', but at smaller magnitudes:
19.31%, 16.04%, and 20.02% for pork,"turkey, and chicken,
respectively. In comparing with Column 4 in Table 5, the impact
18



































1 0.10 0.87 1.04 33.95 16.62 4.54 18.77 20.77 0.00
4 0.35 5.22 1.53 30.00 17.01 2.45 16.07 23.10 2.84
8 1.09 5.29 1.48 30.93 20.84 2.03 13.27 21.84 2.29
12 1.27 " 5.59 1.83 28.10 21.79 2.69 13.30 22.11 2.67
24 1.22 4.53 1.56 32.85 13.85 4.07 ,1^90 2439 2.01
average* 1.03 4.79 1.68 31.25 16.79 3.37 14.71 2333 2.20
On Pork
Price:
1 0.01 13.00 2.40 13.72 11.51 9.95 31.80 9.70 4.98
4 0.03 13.77 1-.49 13.35 7.53 13.57 26.14 12.72 10.56
8 0.24 10.33 1.73 15.65 11.43 8.95 17.03 21.57 10.65
12 0.16 8.72 1.96 14.42 14.03 5.35 10.61 32.78 10.76
24 0.15 5.69 1.24 25.29 9.99 3.02 4.84 35.06 9.78




I 0.61 1.02 4.14 13.03 11.21 16.*37 38.17 3.56 4.01
4 0.26 22.69 10.55 18.05 1.88 10.59 4.83 7:59 21.07
8 0.36 17.29 8.30 19.05 13.14 7.65 4.25 12.60 11.45
12 0.63 19.00 8.64 15.14 15.20 10.45 3.21 12.71 10.52
24 0.73 17.86 7.22 16.74 17.10 9.70 2.54 14.92 8.96
average* 0.58 18.29 8.28 16.04 14.68 9.93 4.72 12.43 10.56
On Chicken
Price:
1 0.21 10.53 2.36 21.87 2.08 13.69 15.43 7.07 23.67
4 •0.13 17.67 4.34 18.39 834 7.53 11.42 11.08 18.27
8 0.33 17.89 6.07 19.13 11.34 5.22 6.57 14.99
13.74
12 0.32 15.58 5.93 15.93 14.37 6.37 5.16
19.52 12.99
24 0.31 10.99 4.67 22.27 11.78 7.02
3.58 23.15 11.80
average* 0.29 13.64 4.84 20.02 11.00 6.94 5.97 19.19 13.93
- average over 30 periods
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of domestic output and aggregate price shocks^ on the meat price
variable is at"least twice as great as that on,the corresponding
meat export variable. Also, , in comparing., with. Colunm 5 , in Table
6, the effect of domestic output and aggregate price -shocks on
meat price-is. larger than the-^corresponding effect, of foreign
output and. aggregate price shocks;-- the effect of. foreign output
and aggregate price shocks -ranges from only^;.10-. 17%, for pork price
to 1.6.79% for :beef price., -»• ^ ^ • . r-
Column- 6 (Table 6). indicates that^ a shock in the own meat
export variable, exerts, only-a rtpdest effect- on meat price,- while
Column 7 shows that a shock.-in the ovm .meat price variable has a
rather' significant effect on the variable initially, but the
impact decreases .quickly over time,. Column. 8 shows that shocks
in. other meat export variables explain a. very significant portion
of the-unexpected variations in^,beef-price and-in pork price.
Finally,- .Column :?9.-indicates,,that shocks in other meat price
variables contribute imo_destly.,.,on average, to movements in the .
meat price variable. , ,
To sum-up the discussion soj.far, the results indicate that
exchange .rate shock has-a modesty,effect on bo^th meat .^exports and
meat prices. - Domestic-money,:Supply ,shock has a very
insignificant effect on meat, exports, while .shock in .the foreign
money supply exerts a significant, persistent, and dominant
effect on most of the escort ..-variables. Similarly, ;the.impact of
domestic money, supply shock on meat pricess is very trivial, while
the effect of foreign money supply ,shock ranges from modest to.
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somewhat significant. The impact of domestic output and
aggregate price shocks on meat exports is initially significant,
but reduces over time to a modest level. On the other hand, the
impact of foreign output and aggregate price shocks is
significant and persistent for most meat export variables. As
for the meat price, domestic output and aggregate price shocks
have a significant and persistent effect, while foreign output
and aggregate price shocks exert only a modest effect. Clearly,
except for the last case cited above, foreign macroeconomic
variables appear to have more influence on the meat subsector
than domestic macroeconomic variables.
Given the importance of foreign macroeconomic variables on
the meat subsector, the traditional approach of -not including
foreign macroeconomic variables in agricultural simulation models
will have the effect of inflating the policy impact of the
included domestic macroeconomic variables. This is because the
effect of foreign macroeconomic variables" on the meat subsector
would then be attributed, at least partially, to domestic
macroeconomic variables. To gain insight into the relationship
between the foreign and domestic macroeconomic variables. Table 7
reports the forecast error variance decomposition of domestic
macroeconomic variables, with a special reference to the impact
from the foreign macro sector. The foreign money supply shock
explains a large portion of the unexpected variations in domestic
absorption, U.S. current account, and exchange rate (26.89%,
36.74%, and 24.47%, respectively). Shock in foreign output also
















Money- Output & , Exdiange
Supply Price Rate
(m) (da,ca,p) (e)
On Domestic Absorption (da):
1 0.06 0.001 olbooe 0.06 4.27 95.62 " 0.05
4 24.61 '' 23.00- 0.64 48.25 2.07 - 43.09 • 4.65
8 30.85- 19.02 . ^ ; 3.85 . .53.73: 1.65 34.98• 1 ; 5.78
12 41.39 9.68 2.83 53.90 1.54
24.43 9.13
24 24.47 24.87 2.31 51.65 2.27 17.83
9.95
average* 26.89 19.13 . '2;23 48.25_- .•2.22 •• •29.95 , '7.93
On U.S. Current Account (ca): - -
^ ^ i.
1 0.31 0.01 0.003 0.37 0.73 98.70
0.25
4 46.(M " 15'90 0.43 62.37 • 0.37 23.24 10.52
8 49.03 43.84'' . 0.78 63.66 , 0.29 18.33 ^ 9.86
12 _ 44.50 11.15 2.88. 58.53
1
0.44 20.79 11.29
24 32.85 11.20 5.11 49.16 0.48 25.49 11.66
average* 36.74 n;54 ~ " '^ 3.21 ' ' 51.50 0.44' • 27.88 • - 10.^
On Domestic Price (p):'' . r ' V"*'i -
1 0.01
r 1 '
0.0002 0.0001 0.01 0.18 99.80 0.01
4 0.25 2.68 2.28 5.21 0.61 "92.16 0.70
8 3.28 • 1.65 2.36' ''^ "••••^7.29' • '2.32 '• - •^88.39 1.09
12 4.74 0.91 1.37, 7.01 ^ 1 3.46 , 84.94, 6.50
24 2.66 1.03 .3.61 .7.30 4.44 78.14 . 2.28
average* 2.84 1.28 2.55 ' 6.66 3.25 83.72 1.40
On Domestic Money Supply' (m): -
,
1 . . , - ^- 0.02 • 0.0003 , 0.0002 0.02 84.93 15.04 0.01
4" • 1.57 51.08 0.80 53.45 8.99 32.13 3.51
8 1.98 45.70 0.66 48.34 5.40 33.75 ' li.40
12 3:48 34.74 • 5.71 - 43.93' 5;66 1 36.92 j 10.64
24 , 8.85 ' 24.20
h
17.24 50.29 5.30 33.43 6.46
average* 5.22 32.42 9.30
1 1
46.94 8.77 32.02 7.71
On Exdtai^e Rate (e):
1 f
1 50.81 • .'•4.56 . o;53 55.89 0.58 , .. .3-68 • 39.68
4 42.41 5.92 5.16 53.49 0.22 8.86 36.20
8 27.99 13.89 8.15 50.03 0.28 16.82 31.79
12 23.18 12.40 9.87 45.45 0.24 24.07 29.22
24 15.60 8.72 12.52 36.84 0.17 39.27 23.02
average* 24.47 9.54 9.71 43.72 0.22 27.02 28.16
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contributes to. significant movements in the domestic absorption
t
(19.13%) and money.supply (32.42%). With the exception of the
domestic aggregate price, the impact of the three foreign
macroeconomic variables (m*, y , and p ) ranges from 43.72% on
the exchange rate to 51.50% on the U.S. current account.
Impulse Response Functions
A second measure of the dynamic interactions between the
meat variables and macroeconomic variables is provided by impulse
response analysis, which is conducted by shocking specific
macroeconomic variables. Figure 1 presents the impulse response
functions of the meat export variables to standard one-period
shocks in domestic and foreign money supplies. The response
functions in the figure confirm the previous forecast error
variance decomposition result that domestic money supply has a
relatively unimportant effect on meat export variables, compared
with foreign money supply shock. It also shows that pork and
turkey export variables are relatively more responsive to a one-
period shock in the foreign money supply than beef and chicken
exports.
Impulse response functions from shocking the domestic and
foreign aggregate prices, domestic and foreign outputs, and
exchange rate are presented in Figures 2 through 4, respectively.
The general pattern discussed applies.
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Impact "of Fiscal Policy - i .. , s>,
The EC"~VAR models are used to assess- the-impact of the U.S.
.government budget, deficit on me^t"export and price variables.-
The U.S. budget deficit, defined as the difference between
government expenditure (G) and tax (T) , has worsened
significantly since the beginning of the 1980s. The mean deficit
was $29.36 billion for the period of 1971 to 1979 and $101-. 10
billion for the'period of 1980-to 1988 (both, measured in 1985,
dollars) . "In ihve'stigating ~the .impact of- the budget-def-icit- on-
meat variables, it can be insightful to consider two dichotomous




Table 8 presents the simulation results. The first column
reports the historical means of meat variables over,a nine-year
period of 1980 to 1988. The second column reports the means
obtained from the base forecast. ,The simulated means appear to
be quite close to the historical means for most variables. The
third column reports the mean values simulated under the
expenditure-reduction budget balancing scenario, in which the
exogenous government expenditure variable is set equal to the tax
variable for the nine-year period. The fourth column reports the
mean values simulated under the tax-increase budget balancing
scenario, in which the exogenous tax variable is set equal to the
government expenditure variable. Figures in parentheses are the
percentage change in mean values from the base scenario to the
balanced budget scenario.
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Table 8. Effects of Balancing Government BudgetDeflcU on Meat Exports and Prices (Quarterly Average: 1980-1988)
Variable^ Oevel) Historical Mean Base Scenario
Balanced Budget Scenario






































- Exporls _are measured in million pounds and prices are in'cents per pound.
- Figures inparentheses are percentage changes relative to the base scenario.
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As shown, export volume would have increased by 43.34% for
pork and 11.72% for chicken'if the" budget had been balanced •
through a reduction in government expenditures. However, this
would have been accompanied by a modest reduction in beef exports
of 5.33%. The expenditure, .cut would also have caused an increase
in the meat price, ranging from 9.81% for chicken to 17.23% for
pork. Interestingly, the effects of balancing the budget through
the •alternative of tax increases are the ,same in direction but
larger in magnitude, when compared with those through expenditure
reduction. In the tax increase scenario, pork exports would have
increased by 61.29% and'chicken exports by 15.34%, accompanied by
a 6.21% reduction in beef exports. The meat price increase would
have ranged from 13.69% for chicken to 23.07% for pork.
Insights into the above fiscal effect on meat variables can
be gained by examining the impact of the.two budget.balancing
schemes on the'macroeconomic/variables. With the exception of
the exchange rate variable. Table 9 shows that the tax. increase
scenario affects the macroeconomic "variables more significantly
than the expenditure cut scenario. The- larger macroeconomic
variable effect associated with the tax increase scenario appears
consistent with the previous result, that this scenario affects
the meat variables more than the expenditure cut scenario. Table
9 also shows that if the budget; had been balanced (through either
scheme) , there would have been a reduction in domestic and
foreign output, an increase in domestic, and foreign aggregate
price, and a reduction in domestic and foreign money supply.
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Table 9. Effects of Balancing Government Budget Deficit on MacroVariables (Quarterly Average: 1980-198S)
Variables^ (level) Base Scenario
Balanced Budget Scenairlo
Historical Mean
Expenditure Cut Tax Increase




























S! Variables da. ca, and y* are in billions of 1985 U.S. dollars. Variables mand m' are in billions of nominal U.S. dollars.
Variables p and p' are indices with 1985=100. Variables e and e® are measured in terms of number of dollars per unit of
foreign currency and are tradeweighted.
- Figures inparentheses are percentage changes relative to the base scenario.
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Obviously, the positive impact of balancing the budget on the
aggregate price is consistent with the price enhancing impact of
balancing the budget on meat prices, as reported in Table 8.
Conclusions
Within the context of an open econor^, this paper
investigates the dynamic impacts of domestic and foreign
macroeconomic variables on U.S. meat exports and prices,
including beef, pork, turkey, and chicken. Some of the specific
results are summarized in a previous section. In general, it is
found that foreign macroeconomic variables exert more significant
and persistent impacts on the meat subsector than domestic
macroeconomic variables. In addition, movements in domestic
macroeconomic variables have been strongly affected by shocks in
the foreign macroecononv* The results also show that most meat
variables are sensitive to an exogenous change in the government
budget deficit. The extent of the impact depends on whether the
balanced budget is achieved through an expenditure cut or tax
increase, as the two schemes affect the macroeconomic variables
differently. Results of this research reconfirm the importance
of studying the agricultural sector within the context of an open
econoir^. In addition, they point out that consideration of
macroeconomic variables in agricultural models should include
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Appendix A: The Theoretical Model
The macro sector is composed of three markets: the goods
market, the foreign-exchange market, and the money market. The
goods market includes the demand, supply, and equilibrium
condition of the real sector. The foreign-exchange market
specifies the interest rate' parity condition which relates the
equilibrium' exchange rate With interest' rates The'money market
equates the supply and demand'of money. From the-interaction of
forces in the three markets, macroecoriomic"variables such as,
current account and exchange rate are determined jointly.
The demand for goods and services of the home country (the
U.S.) is specified as consisting of two parts: domestic
absorption and current account. Domestic absorption (da)
includes consumption (c) , investment (i) and" government
purchases (G), while current account (ca) measures the country's
net export of goods and services'.^
Consumption is specified as a function of disposable income
which, in turn, is a function of real output (y) and tax (T) .
Investment is specified as a function of real output and interest
rate (r)To limit the scope of the problem, a conventional
; Aggregate investment is. usually regarded as a function
of the difference between nominal" interest rate "(r) 'and expected
inflation (7C®) , with the .latter a function of real output (y) and
full employment output ' (y^) .''"That'is,
i = f(r - 7C®) = f(r - 7C®(y| y')") .
Since y^ is determined by the resource base of ^the country, it-
should change only slowly. Subsuming y^ into the function f, one
obtains i = i(r, y).
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practice of treating government expenditure and tax as exogenous
is adopted. Accordingly, domestic absorption can be written as:
(l.i)'da=c + i + G
= c (y IT) + i {y\ r) + G
= da(y, r |G, T).
The current account is specified as a function of domestic
price (p) and real output (y), foreign price (p*) and real output
(y*), and nominal exchange rate (e) , given the levels of tax in
the two countries (T and T*) :
* . *
(1.2) ca = ca(ep /p, y, y T, T ) .
Here, the foreign country is taken as the rest of the world and
the exchange rate is measured in terms of numbers of dollars per
unit of foreign currency. Notice that ep*/p in (1.2) is the
real exchange rate.
The supply of goods and services of the home country is:
(1.3) • p = p(y/ in 1PO) .
In the above, the nominal price is expressed as a function of
real output and nominal money supply (m) , given the price of oil
(PO) which is treated as exogenous. The output is to capture the
impact on price of the real sector, while the money supply
captures that of the monetary sector. Finally, the price of oil
is included as a proxy for production costs.
At the equilibrium, supply equals demand:
(1.4) y = da + ca.
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'•The foreigriT^exchange market is. in..equilibrium when deposits
of home and foreign currencies offer the ;same -.expected rate of
return. The expected rate of return on home deposits, measured
in terms of the home currency, is simply the interest rate on
' ' r • .L . ' TL..T •• •
home deposits. The expected rate of return on foreign deposits,
measured in terms of the home currency, is the sum of the foreign.
interest rate and the expected rate of home currency depreciation
against foreign currency. The exchange rate expected to prevail
one period from-, now is denoted, as e®. The equilibria is:
(1.5) r = r* + (e® - e)/e. .
Finally, the money market is in, "eguilibrii^- when the money
supply set by the central bank equals the aggregate money demand:
(1.6) , m/p = l;(r,y), . /r. , .
where m/p is the real money supply and 1 is the real money demand
expressed as a function of interest rate and real output.
The Macro Econometric Model
The foreign variables appearing in the above equations,'
treated as endogenous, will" be discussed shortly'. --Given 'those'
foreign variables, equations^ (l".l) through (l.^)- describe the
domestic macro economy. In the" terininology of macroeconomic' •
theory, equations (i.lV to' (l'.5) '"define'-the^ IS -curve, and (1.6)
the LM curve. Given the "international focus of, the. study, the •
goods market equilibrium condition in (1.4) is used to eliminate
y from the model. However,- since it is desirable to measure
' i •
variables in logs to account for possible nonlinear functional
relationships and yet restrict the empirical estimation within
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the framework of linear regression, instead of imposing (1.4)
rigorously, we simply specify;
(2) y = y(da, ca).
Further, the money market equilibrium condition in (1.6) is
used to eliminate r from the model:
(3.1) r = f(y, p, m)
s r(da, ca, p, m). ?
Similarly, the foreign interest rate can be eliminated from the
model by expressing:
* *,* * -*V
(3.2) r = r {y , p , m ) .
" All the variables are measured in logs {while retaining the
same notations). Substituting (2) and (3.1) into (1.1) for y and
r, respectively, the domestic absorption equation can be
specified econometrically as:
(
(4.1) dat = cat + Pt +
where a is the constant term, P's are the coefficients for the
•endogenous variables^ X's are the-coefficients for the exogenous
variables, and ji is the error term.
Substituting (2) into (1.2) and (1^.3) for y, the current
account and.price equations can be expressed econometrically as:
(4.2) cat = (St + Pt " Pt'^ + ^2^
+ Tt + ^2^ Tt +
(4.3) Pt = aP + Pf dat + Pf ca^ + PJ POt + •
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Similarly, substituting (3.1) and (3.2) into (1.5) for r and
r*, respectively/the exchange .rate equation can be expressed as:
(4.4) et = a® + Pf dat + PI Pt + PI
+ PI y; + PI Pt + Pv 4 + Pf •
Following Blanchard and Watson, money-supply is specified as
a function of reaL output and price.'• This can:be thought of as
the monetary authority attempting to target- the levels of the two
variables through" adjusting- its -supply of mohey." One writes
(4.5) mt = a"" + Pf dat + Pf ca^ + P?" Pt +>?•""
There are three foreign endogenous variables (y*, p*, and
'". '1 \ " I ' '
m*) appearing in (4.1) through (4.4). Instead of modeling the
foreign economy explicitly/ it is assumed that the above foreign
variables are correlated'with tHe domestic macro variables,, since
shocks in the macro sector are -more" or'less, correlated across
countries (Blanchard and-Watson). Specifically, each of the
three foreign variables is "expressed as a -function of domestic
real- output (i.e^l, -da and 'ca) , price, exchange-rate,- and money
supply.' Hence, one writes " ' " • .
(4.6) ' yt = ay*+'py* dat'+'"pj 'cat + P^ "Pt + P^* "+ P^ ' mt + ,
(4.7) Pt = aP*" +"Pf* dat'+ Pf cat' + Pf Pt + Pf* + P? ' "it +• ,
(4.8) mt = a"* + Pf dat + P? ^^t + P3 ^ Pt + P?* + Pb •
Finally, to close the open econoiry, the one-period-ahead
exchange rate expectation appearing in (4.4) is specified. To
account for simultaneous determination between the spot and
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futures rates, the expected exchange rate is specified as a
function of the current exchange rate:
(4.9) el = a®® + Pf® et +
The Macro VAR
The nine-equation macro system in (4.1.) through (4.9)
contains nine endogenous variables. Denote those nine endogenous
*
•variables by the coluimi vector x^. = (da|., ca^./ Pt/ ®t'
Pt' ^ IS-LM model does not say much about the
dynamics of the system! To correct for this limitation, the VAR
spirit of Sims (1980) is adopted by augmenting each of the nine
equations n lags of the nine endogenous variables (^t-i' ^t-2'
* Write the augmented system in matrix form:
(5) Bxt = a + Fi Xt._i + ... + Xt_n +, A Zt + [If
where B is a 9 x 9 matrix containing the structural coefficients
of the current variables, p's (notice that there are 36 free
parameters in B) ; a is a 9 x 1 vector containing the constant
terms; is a 9 x 9 matrix containing lagged coefficients for
Xt_i; zt = (Gt. Gt_i, Tt, Tt, POt)' is a 5 x 1 exogenous vector; A
is a 9 X 5 matrix containing coefficients for z^., X's; and
^
Denote the 9x9 variance-covariance matrix of |lt in (5) as
2^. It is conventional to assume that the structural error terms
in mutually and serially independent. Thus, 2^ is a
diagonal matrix. From (5), one obtains:
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(6) Xt = B"^a + B"^ri Xt_i + ... + Xt._n + B"^A z^. + B"^ \L^.
Alternatively, one .writes a reduced-form VAR system:
(7) Xt = ITo + Hi Xt.i + ... + _Xt_n + Iln+i Zt +
Denote the .9 X; 9 variance-covarianGe matrix of Vfin (7) as
Notice that in general, is not^-a diagonal matrix because
it equals B"^2^B"^.' by ;construction. This implies that the
reduced-form Vi^- errpr terms in are contemporaneously
correlated! To disentangle the effects of individual shocks in
dynamic policy simulations, one needs perform a transformation of
the equation such that the variance-covariance matrix of the
transformed innovations is diagonal. Since'the reduced-form VAR
model in (7) -is in .fact derived from the structure in .(6), its
error term' v^ is by derivation equal tcB'^jJ-f ' Thus, an
appropriate transformation-matrix- for; (7). is B. -That is,
(8) • BXt = Bno'+ ffli x't.i + 311^ Xt_n'+
Notice that the variance-covariance matrix of the transformed
error terms Bv^ in (8) is 2^ and, hence, a diagonal matrix.
Now, equation (8) can be used directly for policy
simulations as long as one knows B, and n^^'s. The estimates
. .i, i-iK: , . - - -
of nj_'s can be obtained from the estimated reduced-form VAR
system in (7). Furthermore, since = B"^S^B" '^, the estimates.
' ' 'it '
of B and can be identi-fied from the estimate of Specifi
cally, since 2^ is a 9 x 9 symmetric matrix, it contains 45
distinct elements, which are,just-enough to identify the 45 free
parameters, including the''36 P's in B and 'the'9 variances in
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The Meat VAR
Since the meat subsector is assumed to be "recursively
after" the macro sector, specifying a structural model for the
meat subsector is not needed for the purpose of this study (see
fn. 2) . Denote the eight meat variables by an 8 x 1 column
vector x^. Specifying x^ as a function of its own lags, some
exogenous variables idiosyncratic to the meat sector {z\), the
lagged macro variables, and current macro exogenous variables,
one writes
(9) x| = + nt + ... + z%
+ <I>1 Xt.i ,+ ... + *„ Zt + v|.
Denote the 8x8 variance.-covariance matrix of vf in (9) as
Similar to in (7), in general, is not diagonal and,
hence, an orthogonalizing transformation for (9) is needed.
However, since the meat variables are "recursively after" the
macro variables, the transformation cannot be done in isolation
from the latter; one must look at the overall model.
The Grand Model
Given the macro VAR model in (7) and the meat VAR model in
















Denote .the-'17 x; IV-ivarianGe-covariance matrix of the.error-terms
(vj// Vt' V .in (10) by: -
with and S^a being the variance-covariance. matrices of v,. and
respectively, and S* containing the cross terms.
Now, one seeks a transformation matrix for equation (10)
such that the variance-covariance matrix of the transformed
innovation -vector is diagonal, with the .first nine diagonal •
entries being the diagonal elements of and each of the last
eight diagonal elements being one.=





such that the transformed variance-covariance matrix is
11)
Hi H2 [£v 2.' Hi' H3'
H3 H4 2. H2' -H4' 0
'9x8
8x9,
Since the variance-covariance matrix in (11) is diagonal,
the corresponding transformation of (10) can be used for policy
simulations if elements of H and 2m are known. In accordance
^ . /• 1 • • r .
with the macro model identification in (8), = B which, along
'-: We can also normalizef.S^ to have unit variances •(i .e.,
becomes a 9 x 9 identity matrix) if the transformation matrix in
(8) is instead of B. This procedure is, of course,
innocuous and is followed in the empirical analysis.
with 2^, has been identified. ' In keeping with the recursive
assumption between the macro and meat sectors, H2 is a zero
matrix. Thus, one has:
12 H =
Hi H2 B OgxS
i H3' H4 i H3 H4 J
Remaining to be found are H3 and H4. From (12), the
variance-covariance matrix in (11) becomes
13
B Ogj^-g 2*' B' H3'




Upon multiplying out (13) component by component and focusing on
the southwest and southeast"corners of the matrices, one obtains
14 H3 = -
(15) + H42:*H3' + H3£*'H4' + H42:^aH4' = Ig •
Substituting (14) into (15) for H3 and rearranging terms, one has
(16) + 2^ = H4%4^ .
Since the ordering of the meat variables does not matter
(given the main focus of this study (see fn. 2)), H4 is imposed
to be a lower triangular matrix. Accordingly, is also a
lower triangular matrix, which can be conveniently obtained by
applying a Choleski decomposition on the left-hand-side of (16) .
Once H4 is arrived at, H3 can subsequently be calculated using
equation (14).
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Appendix B: Data and Their Sources
• The data used to estimate the equations of the macro VAR and
meat VAR systems are presented in Tables B.l and B,2,
respectively. The sources of the data are listed below. At the
bottom of each table, the number in parentheses corresponds to
the source that the data were-collected from:
(1) United States Government' Printing Office.- Economic Report of
the President. Washington, D.C., various issues.
(2) Organisation for Economic-Cooperation and Development. Main
Economic Indicators: Historical Statistics 1969-1988. Paris,
France: head of Publications Service, OECD.
(3)- Dow Jones & Company, Inc- The Wall Street Journal. New York,
New York, various issues.•
(4) Commodity Research Bureau. CRB Commodity Year Book. New
York, New York, various, issues.
(5)' International Monetary Fund. International Financial ;
Statistics. Washington,' D.C., various issues. "
.(6) International Monetary Fund. Government Finance Statistics
Yearbook. Washington, D.C., various issues.
(7) United States Department of Agricultural. Livestock and
Poultry Situation and Outlook" Report. Economic Research
Service, Washington, D.C., various issues.
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Table Bl: Data used for tho xoacro VAR system
U.S. U.S. NOMINAL
DOMESTIC CURRENT DOMESTIC
ABSORPTION ACCOUNT NOMINAL MONEY
YEAR (IN 1985 (IN 1985 DOMESTIC SUPPLY
AND BILLION BILLION PRICE (BILLION
QUARTER DOLLARS) DOLLARS) (1985=100) DOLLARS)
71:01 2758.49 10.24 37.1 218.8
71:02 2790.40 1.33 37 .5 223 .5
71:03 2802.90 2.90 37.9 226.5
71:04 2851.44 -5.77 38.1 228.4
72:01 2921.88 -18.49 38.4 234.4
72:02 2971.32 --17.83 38.7 236.8
72:03 3010.26 -12.31 39.0 243 .2
72:04 3071.07 -13.45 39.4 • 249.4
73:01 3165.66 5.01 39.9 251.7
73:02 3145.34 11.03 40.8 256.9
73:03 3140.53 24.46 41.7 258.0
73:04 3137.70 29.98 42.7 263 .0
74:01 3092.71 34.17 43 .9 266.8
74:02 3094.24 8.65 45.1 268,6
74:03 3072.47 6.24 46.5 271.2
74:04 3008.56 16.91 47.9 274.4
75:01 2951.95 31.62 48.7 276.7
75:02 2974.34 49.09 49.5 282.7
75:03 3057.43 41.19 50.5 285.6
75:04 3073.54 40.47 51.4 287.6
76:01 3164.67 20.08 51.8 292.3
76:02 3192.00 18.48 52.5 295.9
76:03 3205.82 12.95 53 .3 299.6
76:04 3235.37 5.19 54.0 306.5
77:01 •" 3332.42 -16.76 54.9 313 .6
77:02 3354.90 -10.70 56.1 318.2
77:03 3403 .87 -11.07 56.9 324.5
77 :C4 3459 .83 -31.48 57.5 331.5
78:01 3495.21 -21.03 58.5 337 .0
78:02 3554.83 -5.50 60.0 345.7
78:03 3564.50 3 .09 61.4 353 .4
78:04 3605.26 18.18 62.7 358.8
79:01 3614.64 31.00 64.2 361.6
79:02 3563 .70 12.35 66.4 371.1
79 :03 3536.73 26.09 68.6 384.1
79 :04 3525.07 10.76 70.6 386.1
80:01 3490.33 19.07 73.4 387.7
80:02 3349.80 31.80 76.1 386.6
80:03 3360.77 50 .32 77.5 409.1
80:04 3416.23 29.56 79.5 412.2
SOURCE: (1,2) (1,2) (2) (2)
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Table Bl (cont.)s Data used for the macro VAR system
U.S. U.S. NOMINAL
DOMESTIC CURRENT DOMESTIC
ABSORPTION ACCOUNT ' NOMINAL MONEY
YEAR (IN 1985 (IN 1985 DOMESTIC SUPPLY
AND BILLION BILLION i-PRICE (BILLION
QUARTER DOLLARS) DOLLARS) (1985=100) DOLLARS)
81:01 3473.77 39.09 81.6 417.7
81:02 3462.75 25.27 83 .5 421.9
81:03 3471.71 • '26.54 85.9 432.1
81:04 3447.88 33.52 87.1 439 .1
82:01 3505.58 39.52 87.8 441.1
82:02 3494.73 47.20 89.2 : •,445.6
82:03 3485.57 - 15.97 90.8 • 460.9
82:04 3514.73 15.49 91.0 476.4
83:01 3560.77 . 31.21 91.0 489.0
83 :02 3656.46 - •= -2.82 • 92.1 502.5
83 :03 -3709.44 -21.14 93 .2 515.4
83 :04 3785.87 -29.12 94.1 522.1
84:01 3907.99 -47.95 95.1 530.6
84:.02 • 3961.39 -65.76 96.1 540.0
84:03 3970.88 -61.73 97.2 545.1
84:04 • 3995.61 - .t67.52 97.9 551.9
85:01 4033.10 . -52.28 ' 98.5 566.3
85:02 4063 .09 -77.53 99 .7 583 .2
85:03 4110.36 -84.36 100.4 604.3
85:04 4153 .90 -102.17 101.3 620.5
86:01 4206.10 -91.54 101.6 634.2
86:02 -"4253.41 . -99.90 101.3 660 .6
86:03 4287.56 -106.86 102.1 687.4
86:04 4306.92 • -111.40 102.6 725.9
87:01 4330.15 -102.12 -103.8 , 734.8
87:02 4367.55 • -108.85 105.1 741.3
87:03 4400.28 rl08.36 106.4 747.9
87:04 4455.27 -106.80 - , 107.3 752.3
88:01 • 4465.06 -76.00 107.9 763 .8
88:02 4488,29 -67.98 109.3 776.5
88:03 4505.51 -62.87 110.7 783.7
88:04 4539.86 -62.82 111.9 790.3
SOURCE: (1,2) (1,2) (2) (2)




YEAR (IN 1985 NOMINAL SUPPLY
AND BILLION FOREIGN (BILLION
QUARTER- DOLLARS) PRICE DOLLARS)
71:01 .3280.83 37.0 209.21
71:02 3341.09 37.4 221.00
71:03 3490.58 37.8 239.77
71:04 3646.30 38.0 259.06
72:01 3799.38 38.3 277.77
72:02 3818.48 38.6 288.44
72:03 3831.88 38.9 299.78
72:04 3877.45 39.3 312.78
73 :01 4288.56 39.9 353.72
73:02 4500.83 .40.8 384.13
73:03 4553.18 41.7 392.94
73:04 4311.10 42.7 375.01
74:01 4261.57 43.1 390.50
74:02 4222.82 44.2 394.60
74:03 4185.11 45.6 388.28
74:04 4245.02 47.0 409.40
75:01 4337.00 47.9 430.72
• 75:02 4290.29 48.7 442.61
75:03 3993.69 49.7 431.37
75:04 4073.09 50.6 448.07
76:01 3939.38 •47.8 446.91
76:02 3947.25 48.4 458.89
76:03 . 3990.90 49.2 470.49
76:04 3991.38 49.8 473.81
77:01 4035.31 49.5 493.94
77:02 4068.47 • 50.6 514.11
77:03 4120.00 51.3 535.80
77:04 4442.87 51.9 612.75
78:01 4642.70 53.4 659.78
78:02 4785.06 54.9 703.92
78:03 5094.15 56.1 773.99
78:04 5246.38 57.3 799.70
79:01 5137..49 60.7 792.45
79:02 5200.36 62.8 813.82
79:03 5345.87 64.9 844.05
79:04 5337.19 66.8 847.01
SOURCE: (2) (1,2) (2)
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Tabla B1 (cont.): Data used for. the. macro VM.syst^.r
REAL NOMINAL
.'.FOREIGN ..FOREIGN
:: OUTPUT .1 ,'m6n^
YEAR (IN 1985 NOMINAL • SUPPLY
AND • BILLION '.FOREIGN (BILLION
QUARTER DOLLARS) PRICE DOLLARS)
80:01 1 •4941.16 f•70.7 ,790.79
80:02 r ^5389.68 , 73.9 882.89
80:03 • 5375.07 75.2 . 887.02
80:04 5213.24 •77.5 878.86
81:01 -4887.67 r 79.7 832.40
81:02 " 4360.33 81.2 '770.36
81:03 4357.35 1 84.3 '777.85
81:04 ' 4468.10 > .84.9 813 .99
82:01 4110.35 84.7 ' • 747.73
82:02 -3923.29 ^ • 85.4 ' 735.68
82:03 3803.14 - j.;87.4 722.72
82:04 • 4037.65 ^86.5 799.03
83:01 3932.64 '.,85.4 782.69
83:02 • 3865.45 . ^t86.3 - 782.50
83:03 3832.87 87.3 ; 778.19
83:04 . >'3797.43 87.7 780.06
84:01 3954.52 , 88.3 818.32
84:02 > . -'3716.93 .-89.1 781.75
84:03 3547.99 90.5 - 751.21
84:04 • , 3464.35 90.8 • 745.11
85:01 <•3501.10 90.7 766.46
85:02 , . 3574.81 191.6 782.78
85:03 • • 4054.04 92.7 899.64
85:04 > - 4359.12 ,• 93.6 987.20
86:01 • 4700.27 ,-93.6 • 1096.34
86:02 5039.83 92.8 1182.42
86:03 • • 5384.30 94.2 1289.82
86:04 5431.92 94.6 • . 1313.77
87:01 5906.52 96.2 1458.28
87:02 5843.09 ^ ^ 98.0 , 1486.31
87:03 . • 5984.05 99.8 ' - 1517.56
87:04 6985.99 100.9 1760.29
88:01 6942.53 ' : .101.8 1773.78
88:02 6459 .70 ' 103.3 , 1687.02
88:03 6431.07 •105.4 . . 1666.54
88:04 6865.38 rl06.6 1810.68
SOURCE: (2) • ; M,2) (2)
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YEAR NOMINAL • REAL REAL
AND EXCHANGE EXCHANGE EXCHANGE
QUARTER RATE RATE RATE
71:01 120.2 109.0 ' • 119.8
71:02 119.3 111.0 118.9
71:03 115.8 • 110.8 115.5
71:04 112.3 108.3 112.0
72:01 108.4 '103 .7 108.1
72:02 108.2 99.1 107.9
72:03 109.1 96.4 108.8
72:04 110.1 98.7 ' 109.8
73:01 100.0 100.0 100.0
73 :02 96.5 100.8 96.5
73 :03 95,1 91.8 95.1
73 :04 101.5 85.4 101.5
74:01 101.6 • 89.4 99.7
74:02 100.0 99.7 98.1
74:03 102.9 93.7 101.0
74:04 98.6 92.6 ' 96.7
75:01 93 .9 95.5 92.3
75:02 94.8 93.5 93 .2
75:03 103 .0 91.7 101.3
75:04 103.5 93.9 101.8
76:01 . 105.1 101.3 96.9
76:02 107 .1 101.2 98.8
76:03 105.7 102.3 97.5
76:04 105.3 ' i05.2 .97.1
77:01 105.2 104.6 94.9
77:02 104.4 103.5 94.2
77:03 103 .8 101.5 93 .6
77:04 98.4 100.1 88.8
78:01 94.8 97.2 86.6
78:02 94.7 87.3 86.6
78:03 89.5 86.4 81.8
78:04 88.5 86.2 80.9
79:01 88.4 80.1 83.6
79:02 89.6 78.0 84.7
79:03 86.7 79.8 82.0
79:04 86.3 79.1 81.6
SOURCE: (D* (2,3,)** (D*
1973: 01 = 100
** Also see footnote 1 at the end of Table Bl.
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Table Bl (cont.): Data used for the macro VAR system
-
EXPECTED
'trade- "TRADE- • TRADE-
' WEIGHTED • WEIGHTED WEIGHTED
YEAR • NOMINAL REAL- ' • REAL
AND ' EXCHANGE •exch)^ge EXCHANGE
QUARTER RATE -RATE - RATE
80:01 'B'7.4 ' •'-76.4 . 84.2
80:02 87.8 •76.1 . 85.3
80:03 '"85.4 • 83.5 82.9
80:04 89.0 '• 74.2 86.8
81:01 • 94.5 "72.3 '92.3
81:02 103.1 •- • 73 .0 ' 100.3
81:03 110.0 78.5 '108.0
81:04 -- 105.4 ^ '87.0 ' 102.7
82:01 10'9.9 ,• • 87.4 106.0
82:02 114.0 ^ 84.4 109.2
82:03 119.8 • -91.1 115.3
82:04 122.2 94.6 116.1
83:01 119.4 98.7 11-2.1
83 :02 123.0 . 92.1 115.3
83:03 " 128.7 ' -97.7 120.5
83:04 130.2 • 98.5
1 • '121.4
84:01 131.6 • 100.8 122.2
84:02 132.8 i03.8 '123 .1>
84:03 141.7 ;98.9 132.0
84:04 , ,147.2 . 101.2 136.5
85:01 "156.5 112.5 ' 144.1
85:02 149.1 il9.8 ' • 137.0
85:03 139.2 120.1 • 128.5
85:04 128.2 ,112.7 118.4
86:01 119.5 98.0 110.1
86:02 114.2 / 94.4 . 104.6
86:03 108.3 " • -90.4 99.9
86:04 -107.0 '82.8 98.7
87:01 / 99.9 81.7 ' 92.6
87:02 97.0 81.3 . -90.4
87:03 98.7 75.0 92.6
87:04 92.3 .75.7 '86.8
88:01 •c90.0 . "76.2 -84.9
88:02 • 90.5 64.8 85.5
88:03 97.6 65.6 92.9
88:04 93.0 " • - 72.2- - 88.6
SOURCE:





Also see footnote 1 at the end of Table B1
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Table Bl (cont.) : Data used for the macro VAR system
U.S. U.S. FOREIGN
TAX BUDGET TAX PRICE
REVENUE DEFICIT REVENUE OF OIL
YEAR .. (IN 1985 (IN 1985 (IN 1985 (DOLLARS
AND BILLION BILLION BILLION PER
QUARTER DOLLARS) DOLLARS) DOLLARS) BARREL)
71:01 571.43 42.86 172.46 4.35
71:02 564.80 52.53 160.87 4.35
71:03 572.82 48.55 154.59 4.35
71:04 586.88 48.82 168.92 4.35
72:01 - 632.55 -21.35 201.73 4.35
72:02 642.38 13.44 178.20 4.35
72:03 652.56 1.54 164.82 4,39
72:04 650.00 16.50 • 166.69 4.41
73:01 678.45 -12.53 210.05 4.41
73 :02 665.44 -14.22 193.57 4.67
73 :03 665.95 -18.47 182.88 4.93
73 :04 664.87 -12.88 181.41 S.37
74:01 666.74 -10.71 219.35 7.46
74:02 661.20 -0.44 190.31 7.76
74:03 661.51 2.15 188.90 8.65
74:04 ,621.50 43 .42 186.82 8.85
75:01 577:21 92.20 212.91 8.74
75:02 485.86 191.31 196.64 9.26
75:03 563 .37 116.83 166.79 • 9.78
75:04 568.68 114.20 179 .02 10.02
76:01 596.72 86.68 187.39 9.59
76:02 623 .43 56.95 195.70 9 .48
76:03 618.76 57.41 164.81 9.78
76:04 628.15 50.19 '169.01 10.17
77:01 668.31 23.86 197 .32 10.35
77 : 02 668.45 29.59 174.25 10.43
77:03 662.57 41.30 167.74 10.52
77:04 674.78 43.13 185.93 10.89
78:01 680.34 30.26 198.59 11.18
78:02 716.67 -8.17 208.16 11.39
78:03 715.64 -1.79 205.08 11.67
78:04 737.00 -17.22 226.95 11.93
79:01 741.90 -28.19 215.56 12.34
79:02 721.39 -20.93 232.56 12.72
79 :03 709.48 -16.47 237.26 15.10
79:04 709.35 -6.23 247.55 17.41
SOURCE: (1,2) (1,2) - - (2,5,6) (4)'
* Also see footnote 2 at the end of Table Bl.




























80:01 69'2.92 • i4.44 244.08' 19 .89
80:02 . - 646.25- . . . "58.08 ; 285.19 20.81
• 80:03 ,635.61, 59.23 244.72 21.66
80:04 •• '6'63.'65 • ' 140.50 * ' 248 .13 ' ' 23'. 12
81:01" ' . • 696.32 9.93 Dr . 251.06, , 30.64
81:02 686.11 12.69 199.45 32.03
81:03 669.50 29.34 209-49 • 3 0.67
81:04 641.91 73,13 229 .70 30,27
82:01 621.98 86.56 214.87 29.52
'82:02 6i4-.^5 ' 87.11 • 192.64 27.61
82:03 " 577.75^ - ^ 134-.91 184.86 27.63
82:04 554.95 183.30 228.88 '28.06
83:01 570.66 • ' i'64.84 ^ - 195.56 • 26.80
83:02 597-. 18 134.42 189.15 26.08
83:03 594.53 136.27 177.12 25.98
83:04 " '59'i.29 129.86 196.23 25.97
84:01 636.91 92.01 19,4.73, ; , 25.98
84:02 665.35 97.71 174.69 ' 25.91
84:03 657 .41 107.82 166.87 25.82
84:04 657.30 122.47 t 173..,91 . • 25.32
85:01 . 69,6.75 99.29 174.81 23.87
85:02 ' ' 65'4.'3 6 • • 1Y8.55' • ' ' 170.'63' 23.83
85:03 • -•.696.31- .r33.17r,-G 188.25 , 23.70
.85:04 695.85 150.15 219.79 23 .90
86:0i' '705.12" "129-. 33 22"4'.96'' • • 18.72
86:02-'. 685.59- J ' 172;06- - 241.20-^ -- 11.47
86:03 723.11 140.55 232.15 10.89
86:04 738.79 125.24 270.59 ^ 11.85
87:01 726.11 147.59 280.34 14.58
87:02 798.76 73.55 278.95 15.46
87:03 789/19 - • 87^.88 ' 266.30" • ' 16.81
87:04 774.65 108.39 358.14: , 15.23
88:01 771.73 100.28 315.73 13.34
88:02 793.05 81.06 307.55 13,88
88:03 795.39 66.21 289.81 12.08
88:04 . 794.46 . 99.20 346.62 iO.97
SOURCE: . . (1,2) til?) (2,5,6)' (4)*
l'
* Also see footnote 2 at the
'i - . -




Footnotes for Table Bl
The following two footnotes provide some details on the construction of
the expected trade-weighted exchange rate variable and the oil price variable,
respectively.
FOOTNOTE #1:
The expected exchange rate(e®) is proxied by a trade-weighted one-
quarter-ahead futures rate. In the construction of this aggregate futures
rate, three individual 90-day-ahead futures rates are used, including Japanese
yen. West German mark, and British pound (vis-a-vis U.S. dollars). Detailed
procedures are as follows.
First, compute the weights to be used in the aggregation of individual
futures rates. The weight for currency i is computed as Vj^/EiV^, where Vj^ is
the total trade value (in dollar terms) of country i deflated by its CPI.
Second, convert the individual futures rates into indices with a common
base period (1970.04 = 100).
Third, calculate the aggregate futures rate by multiplying the
individual indices obtained in the second step by the weights determined in
the first step. In the aggregation, the lagged trade shares are used as the
prediction of the trade shares to prevail one-quarter ahead. For example, to
compute e® of 1971.02, multiplying the individual indices of 1971.01 by the
trade shares of 1970.04.
Finally, the resulting aggregate futures rate is normalized such that
1973,01 equals 100.
FOOTNOTE #2:
Before January 1984, the reports the oil price using index 1967 =
100. Since January 1984, the CRB reports the oil price as $/barrel. In"
addition, the data are monthly. Hence, one needs to transform the data into a
common measurement and into a quarterly basis. The procedures are:
First, based on some experiments, it is found that index/26 is a
reasonably good approximation to get $/barrel.
Second, the monthly average within a given quarter is then used as the
data for that quarter.
Table B2: Data used for the meat VAR system
BEEF PORK TURKEY ^ CHICKEN
YEAR • EXPORT EXPORT EXPORT EXPORT
AND (MILLION • (MILLION.- ;.5- (MILLION- (MILLION.
QUARTER POUNDS) , , , POUNDS) POUNDS) POUNDS) •
71:01 13.8967 13.72252, 4.844 214.995
71:02 14.5479 16.20643 • 3 .233 201.131
71:03 ^ li.4236-; 21.98893 • . • , 7,414 185.043
71:04 15.2505.> : 36.19358 7,539 , > . 193 .882
72:01 14.3635 0 13.35777" 5.520 207.786,
72:02 ' 18.3453 55.66429, . 4.352 - 190.061
72:03 15,6868 25.07856 . 10,009 165.548
72:04 ' 21.0677, 38.76718 16.508 . , 183.009
73 :01 20 .8521 64.64322, 10.912^ 200.191
73:02 .. 27.5233 96.84528'-- 6.570" - 198.902
73 ;03 22.4034' 19,40974 14,583 160.086
73:04 ' 35.7803 33,88522. 17,894 183,433
74:01 29.7170. 14.01900 - . . . 12,595 , ' " ' 215^794
74:02 16.4803 25.78449 8,539 222.567.
74:03 12.1530 45.53000 • . 7,609 r, ^ 180.732
74:04 15.2720 i 41.62100 • 10,850'• 179.213
75:01 • 15.3150 • 54.39400 • 6.915 194.513
75:02 . 13.0450 54.47500 j- 9.610 • 181.191
75:03 12.0010 • 81.85400 13.705 163.004
75:04. 26.0230 - •. 74.38100.^' 17.077 174.020
76:01 21.9110.: 82.06200 '-' • 18.847 • 193 1846
76:02 21.8070 , 82.93000 14.089 182.418
76:03 21.8610- - - 69.27800-', 13.486- 174.151
76:04 21.8870 • 81.90700 • 18.748 168.80,0
77:01 21,3640 68.30500 8.388 ' , 196^388
77:02 22.2970 73.66400 11.378 201,764
77:03 26.4300 71.76500 - 18.218 , 1591246
77:04 27 .5010-; 80.11300 - • 15.889 - 177.784
78:01 36.0440 60.28100'.-- 14.089 194.256
78:02 38.8860• o 66.27600- 9.879 177.140
78:03 47.5660 73.74900 12.771 154,394
78:04 • 37,7450. 87,35100 14,328 168,648
79:01-' 42.2850 62,17100 9.377 193.130
79 :02 39.5650 77,83600. ; 9,421" , 192,350
79 ;03 44.3150 71.67600 15,992 ' 189.671
79': 04 '^ 40,4450.; 78.98200 • 15.220 ^ 191,761
SOURCE: (7) (7) . (7) (7)
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Tablo B2 (cont.): Data usod for tho meat VAR systftm
BEEF PORK TURKEY CHICKEN
YEAR EXPORT EXPORT EXPORT EXPORT
AND (MILLION (MILLION (MILLION (MILLION






























87:02- 133 .8407 27.19000
87:03 159.2369 21.04073
87:04 182.6442 42.19066




















































































































TablA B2 (cont.): Data usod for th® moat VAR systom
BEEF PORK TURKEY CHICKEN
YEAR PRICE PRICE PRICE
PRICE
AND • (CENTS (CENTS ' (CENTS (CENTS
QUARTER PER POUND) PER POUND) PER POUND) PER POUND)
71:01 103,667 68.733 54,167 40.167
71:02 ' 108.567 68.333 53.433 41.267
71:03 109 .367 70.833 55.433 42.267
71:04 110.733 71.367 55.433
40.500
72:01 118.967 78.500 55.467 • 41.367
72:02 117.000 79.367 • 55.233 40.667
72:03 120.333 1 85.567 65.033 42.000
72:04 118.333 87.233 55.367 41.467
73 :01 135.233 97.567 57.533 49.933
73:02 142.300 102.567 68.133 58.333
73:03 148.800 121.200 79.333 74.900
73:04 141.967 " 115.500 88.833 55.333
74:01 152.633 114.767 81.800 58.467
74:02 141.733 98.867 71.467 53.000
74:03 148.767 107.033 - 67.233 54.100
74:04 142.100 110.600 • 70.367 58.267
75:01 137.167 114.133 70.400 58.900
75:02 155.267 122.700 69.667 59.000
75:03 166.033 i48.767 73.800 68.933
75:04 160.900 152.933 76.633 66.300
76:01 151.267' 141.200 • 75.033 61.933
76:02 150.800 138.233 74.400 60.700
76:03 145.267 137.100 73 .733 60.900
76:04 145.400 119.633 71.700 . 55.133
77:01 144.600 120.467 70.567 ' 58.267
77:02 146.400 121.733 70.900 60.800
77:03 149.000 130.967 73.400 61.900
77:04 153.400 128.233 74.000 59.300
78:01 162.733 137.000 74.533 60.233
78:02 185.700 142.400 79.600 68.200
78:03 189.433 144.700 . 84.367 70.500
78:04 189.667 150.100 87.567 67.067
79:01 215.367 156.067 90.333 69.600
79:02 235.533 148.167 91.033 70.333
79:03 226.567 137.967 89.833 65.933
79:04 227.700 134.267 88.167 64.-900
SOURCE: (7) (7) (7) (7)
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Tabla B2 (cont.): Data usod for the moat VAR system
BEEF PORK TURKEY CHICKEN
YEAR PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE
AND (CENTS (CENTS (CENTS (CENTS
QUARTER PER POUND) PER POUND) PER POUND) PER POUND)
80:01 235.167 133 .933 88.100 68.667
80:02 231.400 125.267 83.933 65.267
80:03 241.633 144.200 87.433 76.267
80:04 242.267 154.300 95.733 77.467
81:01 237 .533 148.700 98.100 75.933
81:02 234.700 144.733 98.300 72.233
81:03 243.133 157,500 101.633 75.467
81:04 239.500 158.667 92.700 71.133
82:01 237.300 160.100 92.000 72.067
82:02 247.167 169.333 90.800 72.300
82:03 248.267 184.967 95.133 72.633
82:04 237.167 187.133 92.500 69.433
83 :01 237.900 183.000 91.867 69.967
83:02 245,100 171.067 92.567 69.100
83:03 238.433 165.400 91.600 74.600
83 :04 231.067 159.800 90.800 77.3 67
84:01 242.600 161.500 94.267 85.467
84:02 242.133 159.433 96.900 82.867
84:03 236.200 163.967 101.433 80 .700
84:04 237.267 163.267 102.367 76,633
85:01 239 .000 165.433 107.233 77 .133
85:02 234.400 158.633 103.433
75.667
85:03 226.567 161.100 105.233 75.733
85:04 230 .333 162.967 104.933 76.767
86:01 233 .233 167.700 106.300
76.800
86:02 . 226.800 163.667 103.300
77.200
86:03 229.533 189.367 109.000
91.900
86:04 233.267 192.900 107.700
88.100
87:01 234.600 185.000 103.267
81.900
87:02 243 .200 183.400 102.767
78.167
87:03 246.367 195.567 104.733
77 .780
87:04 245.867 189.733 93.967
76.100
88:01 245.900 183 .900 9.2.333
74.600
88:02 254.433 184.800 91.733
80.800
88:03 258.933 185.933 98.700
95.767
88:04 259.400 179,0.00 100.100
90 .300
SOURCE: (7) (7) (7)
(7)
Appendix C: The Estimated Equations
Dependent Variable Adat
Variable(lag)
first difference of real domestic absorption (log)
Coeff Std Error T-SCat Signif
1. Ada{l.) -0 .147480364 0.,170287695 -0 .86607 0 .39408506
2. Ada{2) 0 .101441740 0,,172733676 0 .58727 0 .56190009
3. Ada{3) -0 .406765234 0,,176964911 . -2 .29856 0 .02950075
4. Aca{l} 0 .000155653 0.,000127775 1 .21818 0 .23369266
5. Aca(2} 0 .000216476 0.,000144308 1 .50010 0 .14519215
6. Aca{3} r -0 .000000991 0..,000145993 -0 .00679 0 .99463577
7. Ap{l) -0 .288844601 0.,363398208 -0 .79484 0 .43363645
8. Ap{2} 0 .346798714 0.,420022219 0 .82567 0 .41622892
9. AP(3} -0 .340157295 0,,425263266 -0 .79987 0 .43076502
10. Ae(l} 0 .007812438 0,.083606376 0.09344 0 .92624152
11. Ae{2} 0.006138597 0..112246150 0 .05469 0 .95678913
12. Ae{3} 0 .091878969 0..114539368 0 .80216 0 .42946427
13. Am{l} 0 .091223459 0..161071668 0 .56635 0 .57583152
14. Am(2} 0 .126641594 0.,186751415 0 .67813 0 .50346052
15. Am(3} -0 .031324156 0..150298403 -0 .20841 0 .83647068
16. Ay{l) 0.156873971 0..118869842 1 .31971 "0 .19801232
17. Ay"(2) -0 .101271919 0.•137815010 -0 .73484 0 .46877212
18. Ay(3) 0 .289536505 0.,151203778 1 .91488 0 .06615875
19. AP*(1)
-
-0 .086939728 0..148531269 -0 .58533 0 .56318680
20. apM2} 0 .054274548 0..152623007 0 .35561 0 .72489462
21. 4P*{3} -0 .107392449 0..150506720 -0 .71354 0 .48163487
22. Am*{l) ' -0 .127207418 0.,107876621 -1 .17919 0 .24860804
23. Am*{2} 0 .083279967 •0..102572527' 0 .81191 0 .42394219
24. Am*{3} -0 .262243827 0..124531378 ' -2 .10585 0 .04465602
25. Ae®{l} -0 .019563411 0. 093279587 -0,.20973 0,.83545390
26. Ae«{2} 0 .026189619 , 0. 061658781 0..42475 0 .67438411
27. Ae®{3} -0,.037058576 0. 065006363 . -0 .57008 0..57333964
28. Constant 1 .665023205 1. 548035365 1 .07557 0 .29163650
29. Quarter-1 •0 .000615578 0. 004102572 0 ,15005 0 .88184301
30. QuarCer-2 -0 .005286061 0..004850160 -1 .08987 0 .28540066
31. QuarCer-3 -0 .003896039 0. 004800653 -0 .81156 0 .42413886
32. AG -0 .000555996 o".096106165 -0 .00579 0 .99542662
33. AG{1} -0 .082825067 0. 097732253 -0 .84747 0 .40418369
34. AT 0 .123167075 0. 031747207 3 .87962 0 .00060802
35. aT* ' -0 .002116125 I 0. ,014504132 • -0 .14590 0 .88508567
36. aPO -0 .018777517 0. 013671420 , -1 .37349 0 .18089924
37.- EC-1 0 .002150429 0. 000899690 2 .39019 0 .02408169
38. EC-2 -0 .002679784 0. 000899661 -2 .97866 0 .00605389
39. EC-3 . -0 .000177182 0. 000899648 -0 .19695 0..84534469
40. EC-4 -0,.001280202 0. 000899650 -1..42300 0..16618863
41. EC-5 0 .001273961 0. 000899647 i .41607 0 .16818906
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Coef f SCd Error T-Stat Signif
-137.703833 240. 115450 -0. 57349 0. 57105931
-189.997863 243. 564424 -0. 78007 0. 44213348
48.616508 249. 530708 0. 19483 0. 84698331
-0.309525 0. 180170 -1. 71796 0. 09725361
-0.293016 0. 203482 -1. 44001 0. 16136099
-0.125641 0. 205859 -0. 61032 0. 54674997
821.5S3273 512. 412387 1. 60330 0. 12050303
18.657383 592. 255500 0. 03150 0. 97510072
379.164473 599. 645679 0. 63231 0. 53250010
40.544705 117. 889802 0. 34392 0. 73357021
-110.979566 158. 273530 -0. 70119 0. 48918524
-5.002122 161. 507101 -0. 03097 0. 97552006
-155.933578 227. 120320 -0. 68657 0. 49820941
252.767162 263. 330243 0. 95989 0. 34562995
-416.510793 211. 929398 -1. 96533 0. 05974069
-26.673063 167..613318 -0..15913 0..87474730
-226.621366 194. 327095 -1. 16619 0. 25373777
-384.983080 213..206028 -1. 80569 0. 08212956
-260.384394 209,.437637 -1..24326 0,.22446169
-112.473047 215,,207223 -0.,52263 0,.60549639
-189.531804 212,,223137 -0,,89308 0,.37970677
81.644128 152..112244 0,,53674 0..59584544
266.888870 144..633166 1..84528 0,.07599157
-75.444827 175..596410 -0..42965 0 .67086043
-381.840198 131,,529586 -2..90307 0.,00727668
-293 .044795 86,.942430 -3,.37056 0.,00227474
-295.301984 ' 91,.662713 -3 , 22162 0,,00331488
6642.101403 2182 .818950 3 .04290 0 .00517075
9.843173 5 .784863 1 .70154 0 .10033171
4.169190 6 .839004 0 .60962 0 .54721034
6.587631 6 .769197 0 .97318 0 .33910365
-124.950785 135 .515223 -0 .92204 0 .36467274
148.107569 137 .808100 1 .07474 0 .29200313
-24.964442 44 .765389 -0 .55767 0 .58166252
-3.160714 20 .451661 -0 .15455 0 .87832902
-6.623718 19 .277489 -0.34360 0 .73380950
-4.101094 1 .268614 -3 .23274 0 .00322357
-2.128124 1 .268574 -1 .67757 0 .10497145
2.699376 1.268556 2 .12791 0 .04262334
0.124683 1 .268558 0 .09829 0 .92243006
-1.452873 1 .268554 -1 .14530 0 .26213594
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Dependant Variable apt first difference of-nominal-domestic .price .level (log)
Variabledag) Coeff scd.Error T-.Stat Signif
0.225383213 0.089549249 2;51686 0.018084381. ada{l}
2. Ada{2} 0. 11637515,0 0'."090835518 1. 28116 0. 21103116
3 . Ada(3) 0. 013500030 •O; 093060599 . 0..14507 0. 88573542
4. Aca{l) -0. 000041566 o; 000067193 -0. 61860 0. 54136109
5. Aca{2} -0. 000043033 =0. 000075887 -0. 56707 0. 57535198
6. Aca(3}. -0. 000057476 . 0. 000076774 -0.,74864 0. 46054625
7. Ap{l} ' 0. 053461969 o:'191100341 • • 0.,27976 0. 78179477
8. Ap{2} ^0.,067766321 0.,220877228 0..30681 0 ..76134523
9. AP(3} 0.,211213688 0. 223633340 . 0..94446 0. 35330812
10. Ae{l} -0..011266266 0.,043966114 -0,,25625 0.,79970107
11. Ae{2} -0..019395586 0.,059026921 -0.,32859 0.,74500147
12. Ae{3) •• '0,.000373292 0,.060232857 . 0,.00620 0.,99510072
13. Am{l) 0,,014696315 b.,084702813 . 0,.17350 0,,86354919
14. Am(2} -0..063387292 0,,098207031 1 • ' -0 .64545 0..52408614
15. A[n(3} " -0.,048967166 0.,079037473 -0..61954 0.,54075163
16. Ay*{l} -0..064392904 0..062510125 -1..03012 0.,31209390
17. Ay{2} -0..033'698777 0 .072472827 . ^ -0..46498 0..64567056
18. Ay{3} 0,.012133156 - 0,.079513582 ' 0..15259 0,.87985446
19. AP*{1} 0.085643006 0..078108189 .1 .,09647 0 .28255838
20. ap*{2} • 0..081992711 0,.080259913 , 1 .02159 0,.31604187
21. apM3} 0..020661442 0..'079147021 0 .26105 0,.79603377
22. Am*{1} 0..026349822 0 .056729116 ' 0'.46448 0 .64602412
23 . Am"{2} 'o .019276839 0 .053939850 ' 0'.35738 0..72358829
24. 'Am'{3) ' 0 .069146419 0 .065487359 1 .05587 0..30038237
25. Ae®{l} "0.065540036 •0,,049052969 1.33611 0.,19266686
26. Ae®{2) 0...010842989 0,,032424524 0 .33.441 0..74065623
27 . Ae®{3) -0,,001691567 0..034184919 -0 .04948 0,,96089876
28. ConstanC -1 .552865792 0 .814065889 -1 .90754 0 .06713989
29. Quarter-l 0 .000433604 "0 ; 00215,7421 0 .20098 0 .84221861
30. Quarter-2 0 .003482093 0 ;002550555 1 .36523 0 .18344918
31. Quarter-3 0 ;001914811 0 ;002524521«; • 0 .75848 0 .45473129
32. AG -0 .037,445516 0 .050539382d I -0 .74092 0 .46513888
33. aG{1} -0 .106803795 0'r051394493 -2 .07812 0 .04733228
34. AT 0 .000029950 '0 .016694915 i 0 -.00179 0 .99858181
35. AT" ' ' 0 .001637074 0 .007627293 0 .21463 0 .83166575
36. aPO 0 .023357561 0 .007189395 3 .24889 0 .00309520
37. EC-1 -0 .000323745 0 .000473120' • • -0 .68428 0 .49963195
38. EC-2 0 .001949662' 0 .000473105. 4 .12099 0 .00032111
39. EC-3 • 0 .000681121 0 .000473098' . A .43970 0 .16144628
40. EC-4 ' 0 .001130645" 0 .000473099 . 2 .38987 0 .02409889
41. EC-5 0 .000043854 jO .000473098 0 .09269 0 .92683029
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-0. 141733430 0. 067505050 -2. 09960 0. 04524702
0. 131146993 0. 044621543 2.93910 0. 00666731
0. 035531743 0. 047044138 0. 75529 0. 45661644
-2..840207061 1..120290172 -2.,53524 0..01733900
-0.,010587109 0,,002968971 -3..56592 0..00137825
0..000437905 0..003509988 0.,12476 0..90163806
0,.007801729 0,.003474161 2..24564 0,.03311414
-0..008489008 0.069550602 -0..12206 0 .90375928
0 .054792762 0..070727378 0..77470 0..44524657
-0 .021851335 0 .022974982 -0 .95109 0 .34999425
0 .045845272 0 .010496425 4 .36770 0 .00016631
0 .009742797 0 .009893804 0 ;98474 0 .33349584
0 .006396869 0 .000651092 9 .82483 0 .00000000
-0 .000091732 0 .000651071 -0.14089 0
.88900017
0 .001340078 0 .000651062 2 .05829 0 .04933194
0 .000007738 0 .000651063 0 .01189 0
.99060469
-0 .000791532 0 .000651061 -1 .21576 0
.23460077
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Dependent Variable .Ay* s first difference^, of roal-Joreionj^output (log)











3. Ada{3} -0. 231327153 0. 828636511 -0. 27917 0.78224469
4 . Aca(l}
- • . 0. 000123636 0. 000598306 r 0. 20664 0. 83783833
5. Aca{2) : 0. 000677069 0. 000675720 1. 0,0200 0. 32524085
6-. Aca{3} -0. 000151207 0. 0.00683613 -0. 22119 0. 82661059
7. Ap{l} •0. 871827810 1. 701608650 0. 51236 0..61256854
8. AP{2} 1..451790323 1-. 966750039 0. 73817 0.,46678092
9. Ap{3} 1.290336204 1. 991291195 0. 64799 0.,52246433
10. Ae{l} 0.,154974345 0..391486059 0. 39586 0..69531791
11. Ae{2) -b.,082373902 0..525591526 -0. 15673 0..87662679
12. Ae{3) -0..,,602996577 0..,536329501 -1.,12430 0..27078135
13. Am{l} '1,,768973080 0.,754216549 2.,34544 0..02660297
14. Am(2} 0..580083057 • 0,,874461724 - 0..66336 0..51272442
15. Am{3} 0.,953339657 0..7037.70841 1..35462 0,.18676758
16. Ay*{l} ' 0..731913293 0„,556606902 ,1..31496 0 .19958441
17. AyM2} -0..713017966 • 0..645317473 -1,.10491 0..27894770
18. AyM3} .-0..141222607 . -0..708010248 -0..19946 0..84339433
19. APMI} .•-0 .753414375. P;'.-695496252 -1,.08328 0 .28826543
20. ap*{2} -0..631677456 P'.-714655776 -0,,.88389 0 .38455851
21. apM3} -0..908560296 0..^704746284 -1 .'28920 0 .20826370
22. Am«{l) • ' -rO .273068854 0 .505131251 , , -0..54059 0 .59322231
23. Am*{2} • 0..242468912 0 .480294881- .0 .50483 0 .61777160
24. Am*{3) ^1 .095787174 0.5,83116994 -i..87919 0 .07105346
25. Ae^d) -0,,7,97119744 ^0,.436780780 , -1..82499 0.07908618
26. Ae®{2} -0,,077162953 0,.288716656 -0,.26726 0 .79129846
27. Ae®{3} tO.,591917708 A'.304391677 -l"..94459 0 .06230947
28. ConstanC 7 .132277097. .1 .248660851 0 .98394 0 .33387857
29. Quarcer- 1 0 .002902502 0 .019210256 0 .15109 0 .88102694
30. Quarter- 2 0 .043025953 b.022710826 1 .89451 0 .06891453
31. Quarter-•3 0 .054777753 0 .022479013. . 2 .43684 0.02168765
32. aG -0 .356516408 0..450016200 , -0 .79223 0 .43513232
33. aG{1} -0 .045348145 0 .457630342 .-0 .09909 0 .92179618
34. AT -0 .085389755 0 .148655996
-
.57441 0 .57044447
35. AT* 0 .412696221 0 .067915461 6 .07662 0 .00000173
36. apo -0 .111295050 0 .064016295 -1 .73854 0 .09350824
37. EC-1 • tO .006292514 0, .004212788r -1 .49367 0 .14685736
38. EC-2 0 .000715698 0, .004212654 0 .16989 0 .86636139
39. EC-3 . 0 .003048510 0 .004212595 0 .72367 0 .47549455
40. EC-4 - 0 .005270889 0, .004212601 1 .25122 o' .22158757
41. EC-5 0 .006373871 0- .004212587' _.l" .51305 0 .14188448
!******•*«***•********** **********••*,*,******.»***** **************************
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BapendGDt Variable Ap*i filrsC di££arance o£'nominal foraign prlea level (log)
variable(lag) Coef f Std Error T-SCaC Signif
1. Ada{l} 0..487824175 0..286892184 1. 70037 0..10055316
2, Ada{2} -0. 170781350 0..291013051 -0. 58685 0..56217898
3 . Ada{3} 0. 082635720 0..298141623 0. 27717 0..78376113
4. Aca{l} -0..000152827 0.000215269 -0. 70993 0.,48383139
5. Aca{2) -0..000174817 0.,000243122 -0. 71905 0..47828778
6. Aca(3) -0..000278325 0..000245962 -1. 13158 0. 26776357
7. Ap{l} 0..116256163 0.,612235109 0. 18989 0.,85081721
8. Ap{2) 0..169573432 0.,707632407 0. 23963 0..81242319
9. Ap{3) 1..445960741 0.,716462262 2. 01820 0.,05360705
10.. Ae{l} 0..111717300 0,,140855837 0. 79313 0.,43461558
11. Ae{2} 0..053630651 0,,189106693 0. 28360 0.,77888030
12.. Ae{3) 0,.082503383 0,.192970193 0..42754 0..67237332
13.. Am{l) -0,.054821916 0..271365482 -0. 20202 0..84141365
14.. Am{2} 0..236695977 0..314629435 0..75230 0,,45837904
15.. Am{3} -0,,076865445. 0,,253215225 -0.,30356 0,,76379175
16,. AyMU -0.,139958972 0..200265959 -0.,69887 0,,49061278
17,. Ay*{2} 0.,209289265 0.,232183830 0..90139 0.37534928
18,. AyM3} 0..079133409 0..254740555 0,.31064 0,.75845739
19,. AP*{1) ^0 .088792240 0..250238046 -0..35483 0 .72547281
20,. APM2) -0..189005023 0..257131601 ^ -0,.73505 0 .46864501
21.. ap*{3) -0..364010393 0..253566188 -1,,43556 0 .16261119
22.. Am*{l} 0..194162046 0 .181745131 1.,06832 0 .29483491
23 . AmM2} -0 .078459499 0 .172809059 -0..45402 0..65344012
24.. Am*{3} -0 .011802843 0 .209804232 -0,,05626 0 .95555176
25.. Ae®{l) -0,.038569656 0.,157152779 -0..24543 0..80798118
26.. Ae®{2} -0.,152370155 0,.103879628 -1.,46680 0,,15398360
27 . Ae«{3} -0.,210265169 0,.109519466 -1.,91989 0,,06549530
28 . conscant 0 .485359224 2 .608052484 0 .18610 0 .85375729
29 . Quarter-1 -0 .003871024 ,0.006911809 -0 .56006 0 .58005644
30 . Quarter-2 0 .003174065 0 .008171306 0 .38844 0 .70073628
31 . Quarcer-3 0 .010490825. 0 .008087900 1 .29710 0 .20557132
32 . AG 0 .053801406 0 .161914855 0 .33228 0 .74224221
33 . aG{1} -0 .055440670 0 .164654406 -0 .33671 0 .73893923
34 . AT -0 .042568331 0 .053486106 -0 .79588 0
.43304584
35 . AT* 0 .013082299 0 .024435836 0 .53537 0
.59677423
36 . apo 0 .028785390 0 .023032925 1 .24975
0 .22211594
•37 . EC-1 -0 .003277467 0 .001515752 -2 .16227 0
.03962262
38 . EC-2 0 .002541477 0 .001515704 1 .67676 0
.10513100
39 . EC-3 0 .003682921 0 .001515682 2
.42988 0 .02203055
40 . EC-4 0 .000989435 0 .001515685 0
.65280 0 .51940700
41 . EC-5 -0 .000020367 0 .001515680 -0 .01344
0 .98937732
* * ************************** ******************************
*»**«»**»*«**•****»**
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Dependent Variable firat-difference of nominal foreign money 0\ipply (log).
Variable(lag) Cdeff Std Error T-Scac Signif
1. Ada(l} 0. 567607062 0'.,892375761 0.,63606 0. 53009080
2. Ada(2} . 0..586880227 . 0..905193683 0,64835 0..52223635
3. Ada{3) . 0". 182220597 0,,927367048 0-.19649 0..84569629
4. Aca{l} 0.,000626621 0,.000669593 • • 0..93582 0. 35765897
5. Aca{2} 0.,001143609 0,,000756230 1",.51225 0. 14208819
6. Aca{3} ' • 0.,000261264 0.,000765064 0,,34149 0..73537621
7. Ap{l} 1.,-026356381 -1". 904352235 0.,'53895 0..59433578
8. AP(2} 1,.028178196 2V201084739 ' 0..46712 0.,64415946
9. Ap{3} • 2,.472739715 2..'228549929 1.,10957 0.,27696803
10. Ae{l} '0.,110156062 0,.438130913 ' 0,.25142 0..80339108
11. Ae{2) -0..266337421 0,.588214803 , --o..45279 0.,65431795
12. Ae{3} -0..752006702 0.600232188 -1,.25286 0,,22099926
13., Am{l) 2.,169786555 0 .844080083 2,.57059 0,,01598468
14. Am{2} 0..911540341 '0 .978652253 p..93142 0.,35988849
15. Am{3} 1,.165661658. 0..787623860 1..47997 0.,15045544
16. Ay*{l) 0 .942260872 0'.622925605 1,.51264 0,.14198972
17. Ay{2} -0 .-703558483 0 .722205879 -0..97418 0,.33861487
18. Ay*{3} -0 .488326258 •0 .792368385 -0 .61629 0..54286671
19." APMI} -0 .651738450 . 0.-778363369 , -0 .83732 0 .40976393
20. ap*(2} •-0. .707945851 0 .'•799805716 ' -0 .88515 0 .38389248
21. apM3} -1..005310666 0 .788715526 -1 .27462 0 .21330546
22. Am*{l} . -0..511257042; 0 .565316723 .-0 .90437 0.37379690
23. Am*{2} 0..076656716 0 .537521146 0 .14261 0..88765591
24. Am*{3} -1..180009610 0 .652594326 -1 .80818 0,.08173034
25. Ae«{l} • -0,,982294443 - 0 ..488822418 -2..00951 0.,05457476
26. Ae®{2} -0..032854866 • 0.323116722 -0..10168 0.,91976117
27. Ae®{3)
-
-0..454964205 . .0,.340659393 -1,.'33554 0.,19285001
28. Constant , 5 .-693473426 8 .112325646 0 .70183 0 .48879138
29. QuarCer-1 0 .005364756 i 0 .'021499124 0.24953 0 .80483666
30. QuarCer-2 0 ;0556093'71 '0 .025416780 ' 2 .18790 0 .03750914
31. Quarter-3 0 .'057443559 0 1025157347 2 ;28337 0 .03049968
32. AG -0 .244746370 0 .503634814 -0 .48596 0 .63091628
33. aG{1} 0 .162957113 0.512156167 - 0 .31818 0 .75279753
34. AT -0 .100255320 0 .166368089 -0 .60261 0 .55179538
35. AT* 0 .418166134 0 .076007465 • 5 .50165 0 .00000794
36. aPO -0 .078052994 0 .071643721 -1 .08946 0 .28557951
37. EC-1 '-0 .004316087 0 .004714734- . -0 .91545 0 .36806138
38. EC-2 ' -0 .000073812. 0 .004714584' -P .01566 0 .98762380
39. EC-3 0 .000815943 0 .004714518 0 .17307 0 .86388708
40. EC-4 0'.004698593 0 .004714524^ 0 .99662 0 .32779709
41. EC-5 0 .010182160 0- .004714509 2-.15975 0 .03983624
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Dependent Variable aa: firot difference of nominal ezchanffo rate (log)
Variable(lag) Coef f SCd Error T-SCat signif
1. Ada{l} 0..041107271 0..613204867 0..06704 0 ,.94704639
2 . Ada{2) -0..191164058 0. 622012830 -0..30733 0..76094922
3. ada{3} 0..579731226 0. 637249478 0..90974 0.,37100982
4. Aca{l} -0..000389383 0..000460117 -0..84627 0..40484035
5. Aca{2} -0..000203681 0..000519651 -0.39196 0..69816630
6. Aca{3} 0..000375972 0..000525721 0..71516 0..48065199
7. AP{1} -1..380954087 1..308594552 -1..05530 0,.30064208
8. AP{2} -0. 667320881 1..512497239 -0..44120 0..66257783
9. Ap{3} -2 ..531354289 1..531370218 -1,.65300 0,.10991373
10. Ae{l} -1..030240274 0..301066009 -3 ,.42197 0,.00199520
11. Ae{2) -0..664721316 0..404197644 -1,.64455 0..11165845
12. Ae{3} -0..466593980 0. 412455510 -1,.13126 0.,26789443
13. Am{l} -1..253256230 0..580018012 -2,,16072 0..03975397
14. Am{2} -0..527190773 0..672490615 -0,,78394 0..43990019
15. Am{3} -0..654745808 0.,541223558 -1,,20975 0,.23686027
16. Ay*[l) -1.,001426279 0,,428049516 -2,.33951 0..02695485
17. ay*{2) -0.,291478883 0,,496270943 -0..58734 0..56185661
18. Ay (3) -0,.947804212 0,.544483805 -1..74074 0..09311585
19. apMD 0,,957595862 0..534860119 1 .79037 0..08461572
20. apM2} 0..521056047 0..549594441 ' 0..94807 0..35150095
21. ap*{3) 1..455480948 0..541973707 2..68552 0 .01223110
22. Am*(l} -0,,152968192 .0..388463001 -0..39378 0..69683759
23. Am*(2} -0,,228165159 0..369362994 -0..61773 0..54193150
24. Am*{3} 0..421067734 0..448436673 0..93897 0..35607175
25. Ae®{l} 0..016572782 0..335899179 0,.04934 0..96101267
26. Ae®{2} -0..018479740 0. 222032865 -0,.08323 0,.93428286
27. Ae®{3} 0..274543371 0.234087485 1,,17282 0..25111024
28. conscanc 4.282844254 5 .574465139 ' 0 .76830 0 .44897891
29. Quarter-l -0 .014424605 0 .014773336 ^0 .97639 0 .33753667
30. QuarCer-2 -0 .032769835 0 .017465393 -1 .87627 0 .07146704
31. Quarter-3 -0 .034009962 0.017287121 -1 .96736 0 .05949423
32. AG -0 .023620291 0 .346077665 -0 .06825 0 .94608844
33." ag{1} 0 .005649595 0 .351933197 0 .01605 0 .98731012
34. AT 0 .211261767 0 .114321484 1 .84796 0 .07559066
35. AT* -0 .258055296 0 .052229285 -4 .94082 0 .00003571
36. aPO 6 .048733561 0 .049230694 0 .98990 0 .33101086
37. EC-l 0 .006548554 0 .003239776 2 .02130 0 .05326496
38. EC-2 -0 .006329417 0 .003239673 -1 .95372 0
.06116694
39. EC-3 -0 .004502818 0 .003239628 -1 .38992 6 .17590801
40. EC-4 0 .001057042 '0 .003239632 0 .32628 0 .74672472
41. EC-5 -0 .008180525 0 .003239622 -2 .52515 0
.01774478
» • * *************************************** ****************
*****«***••*******••*
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Dependent Variable &e*t o. • first differeneei o£ .exehasge rate expectation (log)
Variable(lag) Coeff -• Std Error T-Stat Signif
1. Ada{l} j ^ . -0..22732863 , 0.35229308 -0..64528 0 .52419004
2. ^da(2} . ^ 0..03115908 0.35735335 • ' - 0..08719 0..93116075
3 . Ada(3}
-
-0..85799937 • 0.36610697 -2.3.4358 0 .02671334
4. •ca{l} 0,,00024241 0.00026434 •0. .91704 0..36724107
5. Aca{2> , rO.,00050773 0.00029855 1,.•70067 0..10049721
6. Aca{3} ' :-0..00020478 .0.00030203 -0..67800 0..50354183
7. Ap{l} - •0.:72042767 - 0.75180225 0..95827 0..34643070
8. Ap{2} -1..24085584 0.86894663 •1.,42800 0..16475751
9. Ap{3} -0..46638642 0.87978937 -0 .53011 0 .60036753
10. Ae{l} 0,.04860361 0.17296580 0 ;28100 0 .78085159
11. Ae{2} .01499259 0.23221608 - Q .06456 0 .94899750
12. Ae{3) ! -0 .17950722. 0.23696032 -0 ;75754 0 .45528669
13. Altld) , , 0.69161633 •0.33322686' 2 .07551 0 .04759094
14. Ain{2} . 0..36503269- 6;38635340 0 .94482 0 .35313196
15. Am{3} 0..39671255 0.31093901 1 .27585 0 .21287470
16. Ay'd) 0..32922777 • 0.24591925 1 .-33876 0 .19181145
17. Ay*(2) -0..64960592 0.28511322 -2 .27841 0 .03083219
18 . AyM3} j' -0..79147782 •0.31281205 -2 .53020 0 .01754052
19 . AP*{1}
- -0..76021407 . 0.30728314 -2 .47399 0.01993993
20. aPM2} -0..35793969 r 0.31574817 -1 .13362 0 .26691805
21. apM3) -0..71967927 . 0.31136997 -2 .31133 0 .02868439
22. Am*{l} --0..36454237 ' 0.22317635- T-1 .63343 0 .11398792
23 . Am*{2} -0..55669514 0.21220318 -2 .62341 0 .01414333
24. Am*{3} 0'.00987278 0.25763190 0 :63832 0 .96971349
25. Ae®{l} -0..55449956 0; 19297785- -2 .87338 0 .00781824
26. Ae®{2} • i -0,,57383659, 0.12756037 t4,.49855 0 .00011714
27. Ae®{3} -0.,51395195 0.13448589 -3 .82161 0 .00070814
28. conscanc 12 .26251879 3.20259276 ' 3 .82893 0 .00069465
29. Quarter- 1 0 .01040762 0.00848745 1, .22624 0 .23069705
30. Quarter- 2 0.01563394 0.01003406 1 .55809 0 .13085835
31. Quarcer-•3 0 .01190029 0,00993164.. 1 .19822 0 .24124387
32. aG 0 .14318889 0.19882550 0 .72017 0 .47760687
33. aG{1} • -0 .13314811 0.20218957 -0-,65853 0 .51577370
34. AT 0 .04888521 0.06567898 -0 .74431 0 .46312103
35. AT* -0 .00119288 • 0.03000631 -0 .03975 0 .96858143
36. aPO -0 .07385858 ; 0.02828359 -2 .61136 0 .01454510
37. EC-1 -0 .00227054 0.00186129 -1 .21988 0 .23305993
38. EC-2 . ' -0";00391779 0.00186123. -2 .10495 0 .04474054
39. EC-3 0 .00312279 c"0.00186120 1.67783 0 .10491990
40. EC-4 0 .00622120 0.00186121 3 .34257 0 .00244250
41. EC-5 •0 .00157009 0.00186120 0,.84359 0 .40630915
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Dependent Variable aBBBBFi 'first difference of beef expert volume (log)
Variable(lag) Coef f Std Error T-SCat Signif
1. aEBEEF(1} -0. 640241931 0. 181701392 -3. 52359 0. 00159745
2. aEBEEF{2) -0. 156725744 0. 228815232 -0. 68494 0. 49944017
3. aEBEEF{3) -0. 088341208 0. 190574079 -0. 46355 0. 64682527
4. aEP0RK(1} 0. 043492763 0. 132676375 0. 32781 0. 74567979
5. iEP0RK{2) 0. 018268298 0. 157932574 0. 11567 0. 90880166
6 . aEP0RK{3) 0. 174770311 0. 152848965 1. 14342 0. 26328410
7. aETURK{1) 0. 109243956 0. 139245171 0. 78454 0. 43981108
8. aETURK{2} 0. 209459066 0. 147533978 1. 41973 0. 16756477
9. aETURK{3} 0. 142256073 0. 194440437 0. 73162 0. 47094522
10. aECHIC{1} 0. 072829385 0. 558794943 0.13033 0. 89730619
11. aECHIC(2} -0. 090159979 0. 645974321 -0. 13957 0. 89007366
12. aECHIC{3} -0. 802565339 0. 822032112 -0. 97632 0. 33790366
13. aPBEEF{1} -0. 509758942 1. 209759165 -0. 42137 0.,67694655
14. aPBEEF{2} 1. 139928861 1. 065482296 1. 06987 0. 29450940
15. aPBEEF{3) 0. 605717896 1. 036061220 0. 58464 0..56383231
16. aPP0RK{1} 1. 415389219 1.,047176319 1,.35162 0..18813861
17. aPP0RK{2} -0.,611798359 1. 263041055 -0,.48439 0,.63216806
18. aPP0RK{3) -0.,387170551 1.,167294530 -0,.33168 0..74278826
19. aPTURK{1) 1..309899807 0,.906483613 1..44503 0..16039376
20. aPTURK{2} -1,.088310948 1,.139213178 -0 .95532 0..34821551
21. APTURK{3} 0.,103693258 0..945127283 0..10971 0
.91347900
22. APCHICd) 0..327918747 0..685246679 0 .47854 0
.63626477
23. aPCHIC{2} -0..566038831 0,.854042513 -0 .66278 0 .51330729
24. aPCHIC{3) 0..499914735 1..007882743 0 .49600 0
.62405806
25. constanc 1 .080818413 5 .275835651 0
.20486 0 .83927527
26. Quarter-1 -0 .051473005 0 .165600155 -0 .31083 0 .75841040
27. Quarter-2 -0 .229141872 0 .193173587 -1 .18620 0 .24627163
29. Quarter-3 0 .029191403 0 .164142110 0 .17784 0
.86022521
29. Ada "0 .502605332 4 .074414147 0 .12336 0
.90277348
30. Aca 0 .001790256 0 .002723358
0.65737 0 .51672048
31. AP -0 .042580956 8 .633558695 -0
.00493 0 .99610247
32 . Ae -0 .068407934 1 .282261512
-0 .05335 0 .95786130
33 . AIT) 5 .585567279 3 .028746901
1 .84418 0 .07658074
34. Ay* -0 .207971908 3 .239151333 -0 .06421
0 .94929756
35. AP* -3 .260035713 4 .663894715 -0
.69899 0 .49076176
36. Am* 0 .817877293 2 .860877439 0
.28588 0 .77723285
37. Ae® -0 .034310861 0 .717988854 -0 .04779
0 .96225082
38. EC-a -0 .013317521 0 .023487210
-0 .56701 0 .57556940
39. EC-b -0 .006085138 0
.023487187 -0 .25908 0.79761124
40. EC-c -0 .010450620 0 .023487194
-0 .44495 0 .66003841
41. EC-d -0 .021145857 0 .023487219
-0 .90031 0 .37621736
4?.. EC-e -0 .020556313 0
.023487215 -0 .87521 0 .38947188
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PepesddDt Variable ABPORKt first dlffarenc* of perk export volume (log)
Variable(lag) Coeff Std Error T-stat Signif
1. aEBEEF{1} -0. 02857738 0. 25518020 -0. 11199 0. 91169223
2. aEBEEF{2} -0. 94959088 0. 32134655 -2. ,95504 0.
00656244
3. aEBEEF{3} -0. 66270543 . 0. 26764094 -2. 47610 0. 02011443
4. aEPORK(I) -1. 20123891 0..18632980 -6-. 44684 0. 00000079
5. aEP0RK{2} -0. 72840462 0.,22179943 -3..28407 0. 00292268
6. aEP0RK{3} -0. 52533691 , 0..2.1466004 -2.,44730 0..02145993
7 . AETURKd) 0.,18330141 . 0.,19555497 0.,93734 0. 35720998
8. aETURK{2) 0.,37279836 0.,20719571 1.,79926 0..08359600
9. aETURK{3) 0.,14198689 0,,27307082 0.,51996 0.,60748819
10. aECHIC{1} -0.,23490377 0,,78476781 -0.,29933 0 .,76706876
11. aECHIC(2} -0.,60128015 0.,,90720193 -0,,66279 0,,51330136
12. aECHIC(3} -1,,44345192 1,.15445629 -1,,25033 0.,22231536
13. aPBEEF{1} 1,.15887408 1,.69897752 0..68210 0..50120711
14. aPBEEF{2} •-1..44621461 1,.49635607 -0..96649 0,.34270324
15. aPBEEF{3} 1,.97946222 1,.45503731 1,.36042 0 .18537552
16. aPP0RK{1> -1,.60644599 1 .47064728 -1 .09234 0 .28470262
17. aPP0RK(2} 4..50569483 1 .77380625 2 .54013 0,.01739776
18. aPP0RK{3} 0..98064831 1 .63934048 ,0..59820 0,.55488429
19. aPTURK{1} -2 .11547787 1 .27305941 -1 .66173 0 .10857956
20. aPTURK{2) -3 .19275972 1 .59990322. , -1 .99560 0 .05655446
21. aPTURK{3} 0 .98727593 1 .32733031 0 .74381 0 .46366335
22. aPCHIC{1} . 1 ,08183046 0 .96235576 1 .12415 0 .27122227
23. aPCHIC{2) 0 .48176579 1 .19941148 0 .40167 0 .69121065
24. aPCHIC{3) -2 .68091770 1 .41546365 -1 .89402 0 .06939882
25. Constant 8 .45039529 7 .40934762 1 .14050 0 .26447337
26. Quarter-1 -0 .56790922 0 .23256773 -2 .44191 0 .02172067
27. Quarter-2 0 .09341990 0 .-27129167 0 .34435 0 .73335110
28. Quarter-3 -0 .27349631 p .23052006 -1 .18643 0 .24618047
29. Ada 19.21271686 5 .72207945 3 .35765 0 .00243062
30. Aca 0 .'00696286 0 .00382467 1 .82051 0 .08021088
31. AP -7 .09903573 12 .12491097 -0 .58549 0 .56326499
32. Ae • 1 .01831924 1 .80079933 0 .56548 0 .57659397
33. Am -9 .10092005 4 .25355150 -2 .13960 0 .04194277
34. Ay* -1 .46254808 4 .-54904205 -0 .32151 0 .75039679
35. AP« 17 .52727039 6 .54994194 2 .67594 0 .01272470
36. Am* 0 .96436803 4 .0^79677 . 0 .24002 0 .81219392
37.' Ae® 2 .67,336569 1 .00833865 2 .65126 0 .01347570
38. EC-a 0 .07176730 • 0 .03298528 2 .17574 0 .03885247
39. EC-b --0 .02936387 0 .03298525 -P .89021 0 .38151546
40. EC-C . -0 .00914146 0 ,03298525 -0 .27714 0 .78386583
41. EC-d -0 .00648262 0 .03298529 -0 .19653 0 .84572308
42. EC-e 0 .04463906 0 ,03298528 1 .35330 0 .18760910
«***•*#*•**♦*******•***************
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Dependent Variable aETUPKi first difference of turkey export volume (log)
Variable(lag) Coeff scd Error T-SCat signif
**•***••*••**«»****•*********«**•**
1. aEBEEF(1} 0 12734668 0 21168873 0 60158 0 55266674
2. AEBEBr(2} 0 00601526 0 26657807 0 02256 0 98216979
3. aEBEEF{3) 0 24145658 0 22202573 1 08752 0 28678789
4. AEPORKd) 0 08728581 0 15457280 0 56469 0 57712420
5. aEP0RK{2} 0 39154368 0 18399719 2 12799 0 04298220
6. iEP0RK(3) 0 23758235 0 17807460 1 33417 0 19371591
7. aETURK(I) -0 6514'0127 0 16222569 , -4 01540 0 00044910
8. aETURK{2} -0 48659206 0 17188245 -2 83096 0 00883544
9. aET0RK{3} -0 77501330 0 22653018 -3 42124 0 00207078
10. aECHIC(1} -0 29992670 0 65101643 -0 46071 0 64884048
11. aECHIC{2} 0 23312440 0 75258358 0 30977 0 75920847
12. aECHIC(3} 1 00243754 0 95769731 1 04672 0 30486417
13. aPBEEF{1} -3 13334636 1 40941343 -2 22316 0 03510790
14. aPBEEF{2} -2 22886838 1 24132563 -1 79555 0 08419792
15. aPBEEF{3} -0 73547479 1 20704901 -0 60932 0 54760274
16. aPP0RK{1} 1 29014560 1 21999850 1 05750 0 30001140
17. aPP0RK{2} 5 22788599 1 47148877 3.55279 0 00148298
18. aPP0RK{3} -0 74003879 1 35994059 -0 54417 0.59096119
19. aPTURK{1) -1 32256815 1 05608638 -1 25233 0 22159805
20. aPTURK{2} 1 45628668 1 32722479 1 09724 0 28259422
21. aPTURK(3} -0 47076775 1 10110766 -0 42754 0 67250621
22 . aPCHIC{1) -1 13327172 0 79833731 -1 41954 0 16762086
23. aPCHIC{2) -2 33854252 0 99499059 -2 35032 0 02662264
24. aPCHIC(3} -0 48377583 1 17422006 -0 41200 0 68371824
25. Constant -1 49743201 6 14654044 -0 24362 0 80943567
26. Quarcer-1 -0 87190386 0 19293020 -4 51927 0.00011957
27. QuarCer-2 -0 36468507 0 22505426 -1 62043 0 11720649
28. Quarter-3 0 11554874 0 19123153 0 60423 0 55092419
29. Ada 1 44971186 4 74684069 0 30541 0 76248897
30. Aca 0 00998567 0 00317281 3 14726 0 00410452
31. Ap 25 07087323 10 05840992 2 49253 0 01938223
32. Ae 1 25088916 1 49388130 0 83734 0 41003167
33. Am 1 .28318456 3 .52860031 0 36365 0 71905782
34. AY* 3 .14100495 3 .77372913 0 83233 0 41280032
35. AP* -6 .62988829 5 .43360699 -1 22016 0 23335494
36. Am* -3 .76546348 3 .33302628 -1 12974 0 26889979
37. Ae® -0 79518360 0 83648313 -0 95063 0.35054751
38. EC-a -0 .06894863 0 .02736345 -2 51973 0 01822375
39. EC-b -0 .04910991 0 .02736343 -1 79473 0 08433288
40. EC-c 0 .02719353 0 .02736344 0 99379 0 32948413
41. EC-d 0 .02679094 0 .02736346 0.97908 0 .33656491
42. EC-e 0 .07607305 0 .02736346 2 .78010 0 .00996742
« * * ***********************
************ ************
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Dependent Variable aBCHICj " first differehco of chicken' export' volume-'dog)
Variable(lag) 'Coeff Std Error T-StaC Signif
1. aEBEEF{1} -0. 0_47790961 0. 060450610 -0'.79058 0.43634215
2. aEBEEF{2} -0. 066923507 0. 076125010 -0. 87913 0. 38738573
3. aEBEEF{3} -0. 051917238 0. 063402482 -0. 81885 0. 42031343
4. aEP0RK{1)
• •
-0. 076700365 0..044140376 -1..73765 0. 0639
5. aEP0RK{2} -0. 037671005 0..052542913 -o'..71696 0..47979239
6. aEP0RK{3) -d. 076045316 ' •0.,050851637 -1.,49543 0.,14684109
7. aETURK{1) -0. 022209466 6..046325762 -0.,47942 0.,63564840
8. aETURK{2} 0.!o33083795 0,.049083383 0.,67403 0.,50623956
9. aETURK{3} -0.,002551961 • 0,.064688789 -0.,03945 0..96883313
10. AECHICd) ' -0..886691872 0.,185906639 ' -4,,76955 0..00006175
11. aECHIC{2) '-1..278636147 ' 0.,214910525 -5,,94962 0,,00000280
12. aECHIC{3} '-1,.236951405 0..273483554 -4,.52295 0.,00011841
13. aPBEEF{1} -0,,109947289 0,.40*2477265 - -0.^27318 0..78687583
14. aPBEEF{2} 0.:3'06894931 0,.354477496 0..86577 0..39453685
15. APBEEF{3} b,,183182858 0..344689338 0,.53144 0 .59962308
16. aPP0RK{1} 0..203720987 0 .-348387243 " 0..58475 0..56375334
17. aPP0RK{2) 6,.121943377 0 .420203726 0,.29020 0,.77396478
18. aPP0RK{3) 0..407881686 0 .388349618 1 :05030 0 .30324731
19. aPTURK{1} -0..428934362 0 .301579898 -1 .42229 0 .16682875
20. aPTURK{2} -0..061046083' 0 .379007175 -0'.16107 0 .87328454
21. APTURK{3} -0..500058409 0 .314436340 -1 .59033 0 .12384708
22. APCHICd) ' -p..275487086 0 .227976127 -1 :20840 0 .23776832
23. aPCHIC{2} -0 .306799276 0 .284133160 -1 .07977 0 .29015842
24. aPCHIC{3) -6 .510341096 0 .3353i4583 -1 :52198 0 .14008534
25. Constant 8 .987924890 1 .755228613' • 5 .12066 0 .00002445
26. Quarter-1 " 0 .152333117' 0 .055093856 2 .76497 0 .01032949
27. Quarter-2 0 .040917167 0-•.064267318 0 .63667 0.52990491
28. Quarter-3 -0 .005990769 0 .054608776 -0 .10970 0 .91348696
29. Ada -1 .565481894 •1 :355525222 -1 .15489 0 .25863995
30. Aca -0 .b0il52708 0 ;b00906040 • -1 .27225 0 .21454608
31. 2 .-182979609 2 .872316398 ' 0 .76001 0 .45408744
32. Ae 'o .026800037 0 .426598220 0 .06282 0 .95038820
33. Am -1 .083777990- 1 .007640035 -1 .07556 0 .29200372
34. Ay -0 .978324374 1 .077639919 -0 .90784 0 .37230103
35.. Ap* 0 .597599260 1 .551640725 0 .38514 0 .70326633
36. Am* • 0 .615812072 0 .951791199 0 .64700 0 .52330138
37. Ae« ' '0..074368500 0 .238869188 0 .31134 0 .75802811
38. EC-a ^ 0 .013294577' 0.007814008 1' .70138 0 .10080318
39. EC-b -0".:035673662 0 .007814001 -4' .56535 0 .00010588
40. EC-c 0 .008235094 •0 .007814003 1 .05389 0 .30162948
41. EC-d -0 .000479052 0 '.007814011 • -0 .06131 0 .95158371
42. EC-e -0 .012379687 0 .007814010 •" -1 .58429 0 .12521619
*'* ***** *'* ******** *'* ****** *'* *********** *********************
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Dependent Variable aPBBEF: first difference of retail beef price (log)
Variable(lag) Coeff scd Error T-Scac signif
1. aEBEEF{1} 0. 034613013 0. 032885161 1.05254 0. 30223520
2. aEBEEF{2) -0. 031886640 0. 041412042 -0.76998 0. 44824885
3 . &EBEEF(3} 0. 037575291 0. 034490981 1.08942 0. 28596190
4. aEP0RK{1) 0. 002651603 0. 024012386 0.11043 0. 91291916
5. aEP0RK{2} 0. 021000030 0. 028583370 0.73469 0. 46910100
6.. aEP0RK(3) 0. 043140315 0. 027663315 1.55948 0. 13097402
7. aETURK(I) -0. 022171885 0. 025201237 -0.87979 0. 38703084
8. iETURK{2} -0. 009941268 0. 026701384 -0.37231 0. 71267753
9. aETURK{3} -0. 061465349 0. 035190732 -1.74663 0. 09250637
10. aECHIC(1} 0. 024199668 0. 101133300 0.23928 0. 81276095
11. aECHIC(2} 0. 064473207 0. 116911428 0.55147 0. 58601995
12. aECHIC{3} -0. 016653347 0. 148775184 -0.11194 0. 91173361
13. aPBEEF{1} -0. 088770966 0. 218947824 -0.40544 0..68846863
14. aPBEEF{2} -0..336636179 0. 192835927 -1.74571 0. 09266936
15. aPBEEF{3} 0..052764913 0. 187511164 0.28140 0..78063405
16. aPPORK(I) • -0,,014003278 0..189522827 -0.07389 0..94166581
17. aPP0RK{2} 0,.338224326 0. 228591028 1.47960 0..15099443
18. aPP0RK{3} 0,,039038116 0..211262377 0.18478 0..85483151
19. aPTURKCD -0.219744517 0..164059608 -1.33942 0,.19202611
20. aPTURK{2} -0 .297445149 0..206180084 -1.44265 0..16105964
21. aPTURK{3} 0..026395063 0.,171053519 0.15431 0..87855783
22. APCHICd) -0 .010396327 0..124019122 -0.08383 0 .93383496
23. aPCHIC{2) 0 .171022337 0..154568575 1.10645 0..27866465
24. aPCHIC{3} 0 .031977266 0,.182411293 0.17530 0 .86219957
25. conscanc 0 .134560737 0.954845203 0.14092
0 .88901605
26. Quarter-1 -0 .003473700 0 .029971084 -0.11590 0 .90862100
27. Quarter-2 0 .021977577 0 .034961452 0.62862 0 .53507983
28. Quarter-3 -0 .003489708 0 .029707200 -0.11747 0 .90739031
29. Ada 2 .132636073 0 .737406368
2.89208 0 .00763579
30. Aca 0 .000927912 0 .000492886
1.88261 0 .07098949
31. AP 0 .670420139 1 .562541492
0.42906 0 .67141571
32. Ae 0 .096576098 0 .232069635
0.41615 0 .68071443
33. Am 0 .472937218 0 .548156660
0.86278 0 .39614863
34 . Ay* -0 .000932530 0 .586236630 -0.00159 0
.99874294
35. Ap* 2 .206451358 0.844093295
2.61399 0 .01468833
36. Am* 0 .168146894 0 .517774867 0.32475
0 .74796957
37. Ae® 0 .026957982 0..129944952 0.20746 0
.83726936
38. EC-a -0 .002596229 0 .004250824
-0.61076 0 .54666174
39. EC-b -0 .002219360 0 .004250820
-0.52210 0 .60601965
40. EC-C 0 .003965090 0 .004250821
0.93278 0 .35951444
41. EC-d -0 .001351138 0 .004250826
-0.31785 0 .75313525
42. EC-e 0 .000279569 0 .004250825
0.06577 0 .94806546
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Dependent Variable &PPORK1 =clfirst difference of retail pork price (loff)
Variable(lag) Coeff : Std Error T-StaC Signif
ttiitmtfttiitfi,*********************'**************** *************.***•* *********
1. AEBEEFd) -0\.014289913 0^.047069371 -0,,30359 0,,76385449
2 . aEBEEF{2} -0..070387620 O", 059274115 . - -1,,18749 0.,24576897
3. aEBEEF(3} ' 0,,029878382 • •0.,049367823 •0, ,60522 0,,55027958
4. aEP0RK{1} -0,,009224011 .0,,03.4369542 -0..26838 0,,79052672
5. aEP0RK{2} 0,,004565224 0,,040912108 0.,11159 0.,91200857
6". aEP0RK{3} '0.,020090821 0,,039595210 0,.50741 0.,61614764
7. aETURK{1} 0.^000310477 0,,036071175 , ,0. ..00861 0,.99319812
8. iETURK{2) -0.,016464128 ;0.,'038218373 -0..43079 0,.67017080
9. aETURK{3} -0..024291744 0..050369395 ,-0..48227 0 .63364811
10. aECHIC{1} 0..085245971 0 ,144754679 0,.58890 0,.56101075
11. aECHIC{2} 0 .082896604 0 .167338318 • 0 .49538 0,.62449069
12. aECHIC{3} 0..010988600 •0. .212945726 , - 0,.05160 0..95923959
13. aPBEEF{1} .-0 .056179029 0 .313385620 -0 .-17926 0 .85911944
14. aPBEEF{2} 0..031363700 0..27.6010995 0 .11363 0 .91040237
15. aPBEEF(3} . 0..•095912473 •0,.268389525 0 .35736 0 .72370462
16. aPP0RK{1) '•-0 .043499330 0..271268869 -0 .:16036 0 .87384078
17. aPP0RK{2) r ^0 .098463216 0 .327188184 -q. .30094 0 .76585559
18. aPP0RK{3} -0 .-031752816 . 0 .302385244, -6 .10501 0 .91717552
19. aPTURK{11 -0 .117310618 0 .234822713 -0 .49957 0 .62157863
20. aPTURK{2} -0 .586267725 0 .295110828 -1 .98660 0 .05760076
21. aPTURK{3) -0 .073628600 0 ;244833276 . -0 .30073 0 .76601244
22 . aPCHIC{1}, 0 .129044074 0 .177511741 0 .72696 0 .47374513
23. aPCHIC{2} , 0 .354503067 0 .221237954 1 .60236 0 .12115695
24. aPCHIC{3} 0 .327471283 0 .261089949 1 .25425 0 .22091164
25. conscanc 0 .039373613 1 .366694361 0 .02881 0 .97723662
26. Quarcer-1 0 .041543389 0 .'042898379 0 .96841 0 .34176049
27. QuarCer-2 . 0.010766747 0 .050041220 0 .21516 0 .83132328
28. Quarcer-3 0 .059112832- 0 .042520676- 1 .39021 0 .17625176
29. Ada 2 .864801023'- 1 .055468594 2 .71425 0 .01163658
30. Aca r • 0 .001220636 0 .000705480 1 .73022 0 .09544624
31. AP
^ r -1 .039453724' 2-.236505601 . -0 .46477 0 .64596721
32. Ae 0 .012058669 .0 .332167204- _0 .03630 0 .97131804
33. Am 0 .017261416 0 .784590647- " 0 .02200 0 .98261550
34. Ay' -0 .415164557- . 0 .839095482 . -0 .49478 0 .62491328
35. AP* 1 > 1 .774806640, 1 .208172321 1'.46900 0 .15382898
36. Am*
• , • .-.,0 .658681834 0 .741104409 0 .88878 0 .38226850
37. Ae® 0. 092432857 0.,185993534 0.,49697 0.,62338789
38. EC-a 0 .002640894, 0- .006084313 tO .43405 . 0 .66783309
39. EC-b 0 .004461740 0 .006084307 0 .73332 0 .46992460
40. EC-C 0 .003358988 0.00,6084309 . . 0 .55207 0".58561252
41. EC-d p. .019023066- 0 .006084316^ 3 .12657 0 .00431913
42. EC-e ' -0 .004322597 ' 0 .006084315 -0 .71045 0 .48375004
It************* ********•****.*«** *.♦,*.**» * ,* * *,* *** ** *,**•* ***** **********************
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0. 052933491 0.031030179 1.70587 0. 09995219
0. 065546341 0.021602999 3.03413 0. 00541656
0 . 046782702 0.025715334 1.81925 0. 08040832
0. 110237117 0.024887597 4.42940 0. 00015154
-0. 041473298 0.022672562 -1.82923 0. 07885751
-0. 070265382 0.024022185 -2.92502 0. 00705494
-0. 038596800 0.031659718 -1.21911 0. 23374630
0. 038337943 0.090985655 0.42136 0. 67695358
0. 127350533 0.105180616 1.21078 0. 23687155
0. 205553891 0.133847185 1.53574 0. 13668421
-0. 401660178 0.196978751 -2.03910 0. 05172579
0. 054007110 0.173486903 0.31130 0. 75805216
-0. 114480079. 0.168696424 -0.67862 0. 50337732
0..153403552 0.170506237 0.89969 0..37654047
0.,084165114 0.205654362 0.40926 0.,68570432
-0..003388265 0.190064456 -0.01783 0.,98591302
-0,,319878201 0.147597980 -2.16723 0..03956141
-0,,592527725 0.185492117 -3.19436 0,,00365350
-0..124879649 0.153890127 -0.81149 0,.42445379
0..503330812 0.111575129 4.51114 0 .00012216
0..206810261 0.139059271 1.48721 0..14898749
0 .613022040 0.164108270 3.73547 0 .00092837
0 .053777485 0.859036695 0.06260 0 .95056216
0.053787235 0.026963806 1.99479 0 .05664704
0 .023132703 0.031453444 0.73546 0 .46864332
0 .021154153 0.026726400 0.79151 0 .43580955
0 .975564949 0.663415522 1.47052 0 .15342071
0 .000061773 0.000443430 0.13931 0 .89028037
1 .517566843 1.405757157 1.07954 0 .29026153
0 .036194997 0.208783928 0.17336 0 .86371028
0 .646179964 0.493154999 1.31030 0 .20155325
-0 .045702167 0.527414051 -0.08665 0 .93161101
-0 .487942745 0.759397556 -0.64254 0 .52614906
0 .145280058 0.465821694 0.31188 0 .75761973
-0 .288796565 0.116906366 -2.47032 0 .02037782
-0 .011526468 0.003824299 -3.01401 0 .00568852
-0 .001988835 0.003824296 -0.52005 0 .60742697
0 .008326298 0.003824297 2.17721 0 .03873095
0 .002314318 0.003824301 0.60516 0
.55031796
-0 .007958751 0.003824300 -2.08110 0 .04741492
♦**»**•»***••*•»************••*********************
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Dependent Variable aPCHICi first difference of retail chicken price (log)











3. aEBEEF{3) -0. 028190312 0. 063894234 -0. 44120 0..66271351
4. aEPORKd} 0..028384473 0. 044482730 0. 63810 0..52898858
5. aEP0RK{2) -0..001084288 0. 052950437 -0. 02048 0.98381887
6. aEP0RK{3} 0..011582573 0..051246043 0. 22602 0..82295410
7. aETURK{1} -0..002730506 0..046685066 -0..05849 0,,95380731
8. aETURK{2} 0..010931844 0..049464075 0..22101 0,,82681439
9. aETURK{3) 0.,035559840 0..065190517 0..54548 0,,59007596
10. aECHIC{1} 0..079865102 0,,187348537 0..42629 0.,67340411
11. aECHIC{2} 0..155250234 0,,216577378 0.,71683 0,,47986640
12. aECHIC{3} -0.,065786712 0.,275604701 -0,,23870 0..81321001
13. aPBEEF{1} -0..407051756 0.,405598891 -1,,00358 0..32482937
14. aPBEEF{2) 0..005770956 0,.357226835 0.,01615 0 .98723416
15. aPBEEF{3) -0 .230293270 0 ,347362759 -0,,66298 0..51318103
16. aPP0RK{1} 0..142265589 0..351089345 0..40521 0 .68863669
17. aPP0RK{2} 0..137777230 0..423462839 0..32536 0 .74751361
18. aPP0RK(3) 0..010977129 0..391361669 0..02805 0 .97783761
19. aPTURK{1) 0..364250612 0 .303918961 1..19851 0 .24152827
20. aPTURK{2) -0 .452285448 0 .381946767 -1..18416 0 .24706333
21. aPTURK{3} 0 .291572504 0 .316875117 0 .92015 0 .36595356
22. aPCHIC{1} -0 .235658948 0 .229744317 -1 .02574 0 .31446124
23. aPCHIC{2} -0 .302880191 0 .286336906 -1 .05778 0 .29988703
24. aPCHIC{3) 0 .013201463 0 .337915293 0 .03907 0 .96913511
25. Constant 1 .084405021 1 .768842220 0 .61306 0.54516312
26. Quarter-1 0 .052578024 0 .055521166 0 .94699 0 .35236255
27. Quarter-2 0 .020964417 0.064765777 0 .32370 0 .74875769
28. Quarter-3 0 .054911114 0 .055032324 0 .99780 0 .32757388
29. Ada 4 .478855944 1 .366038718 3 .27872 0 .00296200
30. Aca 0 .002249383 0 .000913067 2 .46355 0 .02069098
31. AP 4 .520901373 2 .894594173 1 .56184 0 .13041598
32. Ae -0 .442100311 0 .429906929 -1 .02836 0 .31325164
33. Am -0 .265490813 1 .015455323 -0 .26145 0 .79580550
34. Ay* 0 .014749220 1 .085998127 0 .01358 0 .98926774
35. AP* 0 .023693139 1 .563675298 0 .01515 0 .98802642
36. Am* 0 .112747435 0 .959173321 0 .11755 0 .90733039
37. Ae® 0..073720678 0,,240721865 0.,30625 0..76185451
38. EC-a -0 .010776055 0 .007874614 -1 .36846 0 .18287931
39. EC-b -0 .010868831 0 .007874606 -1 .38024 0 .17926643
40. EC-c -0 .016861967 0 .007874608 -2 .14131 0 .04179226
41. EC-d 0 .013513710 0 .007874617 1 .71611 0 .09803588
42. EC-e 0 .000370062 0 .007874615 0 .04699 0 .96287691
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